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BOB MOFFATT, 01454 329575
Weekends only please.
Masterfile III, Hastercalc
Qualitas and Protext.

FRANK FROST, 01983 082197
Isle of Wight, 4pm to 10pm
VDE, CP/M, Protext and
WACCI Services.

MALCOLM BRABBIN, 01502 716344, Suffolk
8pm to 11pm but not Saturdays. Basic programming.

IAN NEILL, 01926 337708, 6pm to 10pm, Warwickshire
Eprom blowing, Hardware, Electronics and more.

MARK STEWART, 01773 522599, Helper, 8pm to 10pm,
PAW Adventure Creator, Basic and general help.

NIGEL MELLS, 01734 211734, Ashford, tape to disc
problems, Basic programming and a general hatter.

MIKE LVONS, 01942 259942, "igan, Basic, Stop Press
Dk'tronics Speech Synth and help with Dawn.

STUART GASCOIGNE, 0272 831361, Bristol, Basic,
Machine code, PD Discs 19 to 36.

JOHN HUDSON, 01484 423252, Huddersfield. “01!,
CP/M, Hordstar/Newword, dEASE, CP/M PD, CPC—PCH-PC

JOHN BONLEV, 01733 702158, Peterborough.
PD/Book Libraries and "ACCI 0MBUDSMAN.
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File Handling and Applications programming.
37 Essex Road, Stamford, Lincs, PE9 1L6

NIGEL CALLCUTT, 01664 481705 Melton Mowbray.
Technical advice, hardware and CFC repairs.
Nigel is available 7pm to 10pm these days.

RICHARD AVERY, Tasword 464, GPaint, Another World.
35 Marlborough View, Cove, Farnborough, G014 9YA

PHILIP DIRICHLEAU, 01522 511608
Powerpage 128, Gpaint, Tasword, Disc'o'Hagic,
PD Utilities, Basic programming, the Star LC10
and Epson LX printers. 6pm ‘til midnight.
NIC RAVNER, 0650 992747 (mobile) Manchester.
CPC Emulators on the PC.

r153:
This help—line is provided on a voluntary basis by
club members to assist other members. Please call
between 7pm and 99: (unless stated otherwise.)
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llello all and welcome to another action packed and fun filled edition of VACCI.

You may remember last month I rambled away about future directions and being
stagnant and complacent. llell, I did that for a reason or two... There are some

changes being made, so wit/rout more ado, nere they are.

SHUFFLE THE PACK IIIE
Greater teamwork is needed to shed
work loads. The burden of being Editor
is a very heavy one and it does need

to be lightened. Since Christmas I've
been thinking, but not telling, about
changes to the post. After the posting
of issue 100, I started talking with
various members about how these
changes could be made. The bottom line
was that I did not wish to remain
editor any longer.

My thanks to both John Howley and

Philip DiRichleau for sorting out the
work load with me. Yes where there was

only me before now there are three.l.et
me explain.

The hat labelled "I'm in charge" has

gone to John Bowley. He will be

affectionately known as Chairman John
from now on. The hat labelled "Editor"
has moved onto the head of Philip
DiRichleau. Philip will also still
edit TC with the help and assistance
of Frank Heatherway. The editor's role
has been further out down to only
include laying out the text. Iwill
put a hat labelled "Print Manager" on
my head. This means the final
production of the magazine, graphics,
page headers, front covers, adverts
etc., will be done at my end. So

I get to keep the stamp licking side
of HACCI, something I couldn't live
without. I will also keep the role

of Treasurer and look after the
subscriptions etc.

INAHX

So I would like to thank you all. I
have enjoyed my stay in the hot seat
but now it's time to move on. I could
never has stayed so long without the
help and support I received from so
many members. HHCCI has changed, I

hope for the better, under my

leadership and I know Philip and John

will continue the good fight. I hope

you all support the newly shuffled
management team and give them as much

help and support as you gave me.

LAST IOHTH...
The advert for the CPC SCI-Fl Guides,
on page 31, didn't include the address
to send off for the software. Whilst I
blame David {only joking) for not
including it in the text, a good
editor should have picked it up.
Remember that Philip.

Here is the address:

David CRUOHTS

37 Trininghan Drive
Bury \
Lancashire BL8 1Jtl

Sorry David, I hope those that want

can now get.

HE'S FLASH

Gosh loads of news this month isn't
there. This next comes from Peter
Campbell of Consoft.
First off is the news that Consoft

are to release Protert Office once
more. The price will be £19.99 but
remember you get 10% off that for
being a HACCI member. I'll repeat for
those new to the club (or for the
forgetful) that because HACCI played a

large part in the rescue of hrnor's
CPC products, we get an exclusive
discount on Arnor's range of software.
You cannot buy cheaper being part of
any other club or user group.
Hext Peter tells me that Parados

will be available on cartridge for the
CPC plus machines very soon. He is
also looking at putting some extra
goodies on the cartridge but more
about that when it lands.
Finally, Peter is going to release

into the public domain a beta version
of HicroDesign Plus v2. Bugs there may

be in it but you will be able to see
the kind of features that will be

available to you when v2 is finished.

AND FINALLY...
Is I come to the end of my last l'banx
and Stuff I can only say that I am a

little sad. It has been a very ricll
and rewarding time in the hot seat and
I’ve thoroughly enjoyed it.
All good times must come to an end

and I '11 looking forward to dropping
down to being a background bod once
again, You will, of course, be hearing
from me. That's all fol/rs. -Paul
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COMPETITION
Rig/It then be bearties unere are your entries!!!

Wit/1: John and ( ‘um/ Bowley
97 Tirringmn, Brena"
l’u/erlmruug/o[’163 9X’I'
Tel: 01733 702158

Mere seems to be a tendency by
you stow buying Jot to want to wal‘ t until tire last ninute to send in your
entries. Well you can just pan/r that in and send are your entry ML” to those of
of you wtlo have been good enough to send in your entry I say TIM/II! you but the
rest of you get off to the naughty corner, and you [may uno you are don’t you!.’

APRIL'S RESULTS

Carol would like to
humbly apologise to
last months winners
for the delay in
getting their prizes
but she has had a

lots of other things
to do of late and
she promises to sort
things out within
the next few days,
so please bear with
her. ((Taeverso))

IINRERS
Here are those lucky
people who are going
to receive their PD

choices any day now:

Is! Dennis Jordan

Ind John [(49in

M [Ian-us Ruegg

And the 1st entry in
was: Peter Robson.

PRINT OUTS

If you would like to
have a print out of this word search.
I would be more than happy to send you
a copy, all you need to do is send me

a SAT and it will he done. «John»

RllT IHAT’S THE PRIZE THEN?

Tell you should already know this by
now but for those of you with your
head in the sand, then all you have
to do is turn to page 12 of Nays
100th RACCI edition to find out then
its up to you. «dare a go»

FIRST ENTRY FROM THE BRITISH ISLES
The first entry received was:

8 Dick llarnsby 3

Recap choose whether to have two

binders or 3 PI] Discs. (Well done»

OVERSEAS ENTRY

Re are still waiting for a entry from
overseas and by now you know what you
can win, so get entering. «Caro!»

SPOT
TIE BREAKER

This part of the quiz I would like you
to write and tell me in no more than
40 words or less what is the most
interesting thing that you've done
with your CPC.

HELPFUL HINTS
To give those of you who are really
stumped and need a little helpI
will give you an idea of the type
of word you should be looking for.

On the back page of your RACCI

you will find a list of Consoft
products and most of these are
hidden in the grid.
Also you will find a Conpany and

an address and a persons name, but
this was not needed to wine
These hints nay be of help to

you. For those who have already
entered we would like to thank you
for your quick response.

JUDGING

Since this is a special prize we

decided to pass the buck of
judging this conpetition to Peter
Campbell and Paul Dwerryhouse.

ENTRIES

All entries needs to he with
Carol by the end of JUNE .

THAT'S ABOUT IT
I'd still reeling after that bottle

of Sherry in honour of Racci's 100th.
Starting to get used to the taste of
the good life ~ somethings bound to go
horribly wrong soon!!

I hm allat tllat is Carol I've got to
part lit/I this superb Ilolbor sob! sob!

Carol and I wish you all the very best
of luck in this conpetition and if you
have not entered yet, then you better
do so soon or you‘ll lose out. «db»

-= b'lreerin until next loot/r :-
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Fair Commen
Philip “Tigger” DiRichleau
and Frank Neatherway

3 (Hebe ( .71).“)
Rayleigh

Essex SS6 9H].

IHAIIKS MID STUFF IKE

Hi all. You should now have read Thanx
and Stuff (the MRI Version on page 3),
so you know what's happening next
month. For those of you who have no

idea what I'm talking about, well, I'm
flattered that you read Fair Comment

before Thanx and Stuff, but go back to
it and then come back here after.
I am in a mad panic. This is not a

state of affairs which happens all
that often I assure you, but, things
are getting slowly back to normal

after a couple of weeks of chaos.
Thankfully the ever wonderful Mr

Editor, sir Paul of Flintshire, has
made sure that I've got almost
everything I need to make the switch
over of Editorship go as smoothly as
possible. The only thing missing is my

sanity. Thanks Paul.
There are a couple of changes next

month which I'm sure you'll notice.
Alright, I'm going to be editing
WhCCI, that's a major change, but if
you look up at the Fair Comment header
you‘ll notice another quick change. I
have an assistant.
Ever mindful and having been warned

of the dangers, I'm going to follow
Pauls lead and shed off as much of the
workload as I can. So, although I

shall, at least for the moment,
continue to do Fair Comment, could you
please send ALI. letters to Frank at
the above address. The ever amazing
Assistant Fair Comment Editor will
them do all the normal touches to the
letters and will put them into a

format that makes my life a lot
easier. All I have to do is answer the
letters themselves.
We've used this system for this

month's Fair Comment, as you'll notice
frol one of the answers (I'm writing
this just before I post it all off to
Paul), and I‘m very pleased to say
that it's been the easiest and fastest
Fair Comment I've ever done. Indeed,
Paul's going to be happy because it's
going to land on his doorstep on the
16th, the actual copydate, instead of
several (read up to a week) days late.
I do have a slight problem to solve.

I normally blame everything on Paul
because he's the editor, what am I

going to do now. I can't blame myself
can I?

Philip DiRichleau
Fair Comment

P.S. I'm going to blame Paul anyway,
after all, he is the treasurer....

(rt/i Philip, did you think you would

get away without me butting in on the
last occasion I Jay [’6' out?
With regard to your missing sanity,

have you Zoo/red inside your mind,7 It '5
amazing what is tucked away in there
isn't it. I found my sanity in there,
all I had to do was guit as editor!
Best of loci! with the job. —Pau1»

ONE IAY TICKET T0 DEVILS ISLAND

Dear Philip, mon brave, how are you?
I've been awful! I went and killed my

little mate hrnold by messing around
with his fingies whilst they were

still plugged in and he was switched
on. The end result was a tartan screen
and absolutely nothing happening when

any keypresses were used.
After some dark, depressing moments

I thought, "aha! there was a man at
the convention with some Plus circuit
boards for sale." I promptly rang our
hngie to ask his name, just after I
called Jonathan Castleton to order the
circuit board that he was selling.
Angie, of course came up trumps
immediately, saying it was John from
the Trading Post at Shifnal. Irang
him and he said that technically he

was closed for stock-taking but if I
could come along he'd be able to fix
me up with a brand new 464 Plus for 25

jingly brass coloured things.
I didn't know if my old machine

crashing so permanently had damaged
the upgrade components but having
Protext on ROM meant that I could
survive (just) by using tape loading
it I had to, so I galloped off to
shifnal to "suss it out". Trading Post
is like an Aladdin's Cave, full of our
kind of computers (and not a few "not
our computers" too) and I spent quite

some time browsing and came away with
my new Baby and, at last, a colour
monitor and an ARNOLD 5 diagnostic
cartridge to tell me (it I do any
thing as stupid again) exactly what's
awry.
I put a new memory (128k) into the

new Arnie and the circuit board that
Jonathan sent me but I could not make

him see a disc in the drives when I

installed the drive interface
upgrades. As you may imagine, this did
somewhat worry me, so I performed the
upgrade on Jonathan's old board, tried
it out and although the drives whirled
into life, they wouldn't allow me to
load CPII or hicrodesign+ . This was
obviously a memory problem as these
programs use the second bank of memory

to operate and the diagnoser agreed.
I decided to discuss the problem

with an expert (point of the letter
coming up!) and phoned Rigel Callcutt
who spent ages discussing possible
causes of the problems with me, giving
Ie the confidence to carry on and

eventually solve the "Disc Missing"
problem. Rigel, you can relax now,
mate, I've solved the biggest problem,
I can now use the disc drives again
and I'm thoroughly ashamed that, like
the first problem, it was entirely
self—inflicted. When I installed the
sockets for mounting the Drive chips I
had only soldered the pins on the
corners to the board for the SED chip.
All the others were sitting in space
not connecting anything.
Someone may know what the diagnostic

cart is on about when it says RAH

ERROR, Have Down, Block CR, failing
bit 07. I know it refers to the second
block of Rhll because the first block
and the screen memory check out as 0R,
Help, anyone?

(in a lore sombre note, with
reference to the sad passing of Dennis
hmthes, I expect that many of us
followed with interest those letters
from Dennis over the years as he

sought help with certain aspects of
the Convoy Warfare programs he was

writing, I know I did. The point I'd
like to raise is would Paul consider
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asking Demnis' family if we could try
them out and put them into the “CM
library either as PD or shareware so
that his family could benefit from
them and we would have something
tangible to remember him by.

I realise this may not be feasible
but it could be worthwhile for the
club to consider.
Well, I must away or they’ll go and

shut the pub before I get there, I'll
keep in touch and see you all at
Bescot. That'll be me in the corner
with the red face and the dunce's cap
on... Thanks to all who've helped me.

Dill Mohan

Steetly

((lli hill. l'alte your letter in totally
random order, when using DDT t/fDD,n
to switch ban/ts, 1CD indicated the
desire to return to the normal bank of
memory and not any of the d subsequent
ban/rs which can be fitted to a CDC. 1
quick aside, it's quite possible to
have 575k onboard. I don't know if
that might indicate what the DC!) in
the message means, but since it's
memory we ’re talking about in the
first place, 1 think it might well he.
is always, h’igel is proving how

valuable he is to lilCCl. The work he
does for us is amazing and I know he
ends up out of pocket on a lot of
things that he 'l’echies' for members.
Shoe computer repairs can be expensive
and lligel, when he charges at all,
only does so at damn near cost price.
So, all VACClites, don't abuse him,
it 's not fair.
Pow, Dill, let me get this right.

You killed a CPC and freely admit to
it. (tight, aspect the boys to be
around very soon with a one way ticket
to Devils Island, where life revolves
around a ll Spectrum and ]5 es hustrad
notion l'di tors.
lihat to say about Dennis? lie was a

long standing Itht'l member who gave
the Fair Comment editor before me a
wonderful time with the Convoy
Program. If we could get hold of it
and place it into VACCI PD, then it
would be a fitting tribute I feel. The
question is, how to go about such a
matter without offending a family who
will still be grieving? llot an easy
matter -Philip))

((llello hill, I remember helping Denis
debug the code to his program in the

early days and I bet many more helped
him, It was John Dowley who wrote to
his family on behalf of the club, so
perhaps he could best aslr the
question, what do you think about it
John? —Paul))

NORMAL SERVICE HAS BEEN RESUIED
Dear Philip, Due to a family problem I
have been away from home some nine
weeks since the end of February.
obviously on the occasions when I did
manage to get back home every couple
of weeks or so I found a mountain of
mail by the front door, much of it
requests from club members for PD

discs. (We will not mention the
bills). Anyway I would like to say
sorry to those members that had to
wait for their discs to arrive. Things
are back to normal now, although one's
thoughts do dwell upon holidays around
this time of the year.
I have just received my ticket for

the 1996 WACCI Convention from Paul,
so I look forward to meeting you and
many other members there.

Regards
Doug Webb

Chorley

«Dear Doug, hope everything is going
fine now and that there weren't too
many bills to pay. See you at the
Convention -Philip))

QUITE All B-BIT OF A LEITER
Dear Philip, Having been following the
Protest versus Brunword debate for a

few DACCI issues, I thought it about
time to put my hat in the ring (or is
it head in the noose?)

A couple of years ago I had the
privilege of seeing that great MD

(Master of Druuword), the late Mike

Catton, putting his pet program
through its paces at a film; get-
together where I was persuaded to talk
about Protest as a user. I think it
fair to say each learnt a lot about
the benefits and limitations of the
other‘s preferred program and we
agreed that it wasn’t worth someone
leaving either for the other. Both
programs are very good; just
different, that's all. Though you may
use Protest, I know you have a soft
spot for Drunword too, ya big pixie.
how to address some recent Protest

comments and queries from the letters
column:

I feel Protest's keystrokes and
commands would probably seen more
logical to a newcomer to both as they
are quite intuitive and use English
words, but if you have learned
Drunword's system don't change unless
you feel that a change would be
beneficial to you.
Spell-checking: as someone who earns

a significant part of my income from
professional writing (scripts, non—

fiction, magazine articles, etc) I
need a spelling checker to pick up my

typing errors, despite having received
a good education, and a contest-
checker would be helpful too. I
require a fast, efficient, checker
which will skip the most commonly used
words of my vocabulary. For this, a

small user—defined dictionary is what
works for me and I use version 2.23 of
CM! Protest with just an 89k
dedicated dictionary on every drive B,
DZO-format disc I use. This leaves
about 700k per disc for test files. In
dictionaries, small is not just
beautiful, it's faster too.
Incidentally, the most pedantic

correspondents about grammar to my

magazine 8th seem to be the ones who

consistently make the most clumsy
spelling and grammatical 'mistakes'
themselves, according to such rules of
modern English usage as there are.

As to the comment by Hugh Keir in
issue 98 about how Protest's slowness
may have been one reason for Arnor's
demise; no, it was being tied in to a
main road property agreement in a

declining market and trying to keep
their staff employed when strict
'good' business practice suggested
they should have 'laid them off' that
put them under. God bless the 80's,
eh? And I'm not surprised if almost
any PC word processor checks spelling
faster than CPC's Protest and does
practically everything else better
too, but they do take longer to
load... Let's stay in a CPC contest,
shall we?

I have a silicon disc attached to my
CDC, to which the CP/H Protest
dictionary can be copied using
Newsweep at the start of a session if
required, but it's fiddly and one
would have to go through the same
business of copying it back to disc
with additions at the end of each
session and life's too short for that.
For such speed as I do need I have
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patched CP/M to recognise the sili-
disc as drive C and dump all Protext's
temporary files there. That‘s quick
enough for me.

As far as I and Bunny Fairhurst
(tech wizard par excellence) know,
copying from funny formats, as used
for hmsdos Protext's dictionary. to a

silicon disc and accessing it from
there is a non-starter as each stores
its information in a curiously
distinctive way which cannot be used
from within Protest. It is a serious
rewrite job, in other words. For
serious writers I think CP/h Protest
is the best version, and if you really
want to you can put its dictionary
over to the sili—disc as part of the
start—up routine, but again this will
be a matter of user's opinion. Drop me

a line for details as to how if you
are that much of a masochist.
0n Hugh's point about font changing,

Protest's open system of printer
driver accessibility means one can
easily call up all a printer‘s in-
built fonts, and there are several
add-on programs to broaden Protext‘s
range with additional fonts. I would

happily concede that Brunword does it
better from within the program and
handles graphics much better and
easier. For anyone who wants a word

processor which is also nearly a DTP

program, Brunword is it.
As to jumping out of the word

processor into a database and back

again, why would anyone want to? All
versions of Promerge (integral to the
CP/M version of Protest, available as
an extra for the others) regard
ordinary text files as potential
databases. The advantage is that the
usual strict field length requirements
of dedicated databases can pretty well
be ignored. Lest anyone should doubt
their full value as databases, I have
used Protest files for my business‘s
customer records (including for
selective mailshots) and the storage
of several club membership details for
eight years without feeling tempted to
‘upgrade' to a commercial database.
The only area where a Protest

database could have used some support
to be just like a dedicated database
is in a sorting function. I use some

home-created template routines to do

this but, on lst hay, Protest office
will be reissued which (among many
other features) includes a 'proper’

sorting routine called FSORT. It works
with all versions of Protest, but
according to the manual it can
sometimes be temperamental with disc
and ram Promerge, which has to be
switched off if memory restrictions
prove a problem. I suspect that there
may also be clashes problems if a lot
of sons are in place at the same time,
but I will check this by

experimentation and welcome users'
reports. Please remember this is only
a relatively small computer memory we

are asking to do the job. Such clashes
will not occur with C/PM Protest and
Office.

As to Brunning not advertising in
film, this is always a problem for
producers. Will an advert more than
cover its costs by the resulting
profits from sales? how many potential
sales are there for CPC word

processors now or, to look at it
another way, how many software sales
(of all sorts) of over £20 each are
there from the CFC-owning community
this year? I'm glad I'm also in the
PC" market!
Lastly, Hugh asks if the rescuers of

Protest would have gone to the same
trouble for Brunword or Tasword. ho to
both, but only because I knew a lot
about Protest from personal experience
including the fact that CP/h Protest
also has the potential of the PC)!

market whereas the others do not (or I

presume it would have been done). The
new Poll 16 has come as an unexpected
bonus market and we might adapt it for
other B-bit computers too. I would
have gone for Mini-Office 2 if it had
come up then, but not now that WACCO

has Protest with Office etc. Mind you,
someone else could probably do a good
job with it. Replicating the Mini-
foice mini-manual would be the
biggest problem to overcome in terms
of cost.
Personally Eric, tape storage for

anything makes me nervous. I would go

through the following steps myself:
(1) buy a 3" disc drive with the
relevant interface to use as a 1st
drive on the 464 and a few 3" discs,
ideally all second hand, (2) don't
bother with the 64k memory pack, (3)
load the tape files into Protest and

save them back to disc. (4) Then see
how you like using this setup. If you
do decide this is not good enough for
you and you want to transfer all the

files to a PC readable format on 3.5"
disc (5) ring me and I‘ll do it for
nothing.
In HACCI 99, AF Sims enquires how to

access his Protest (etc) roms. Read
the manuals, it's all in there, near
the front. 170 manuals? Hmm, I wonder
if they are originals from hsnor or
thCD? kgain, ring me if you‘re having
problems.
There; not so much a letter, more an

article.
Regards

Brian Watson
(partner in thCO)

"liarrowden"
39, High Street

Sutton-in-the-lsle
ELY

Cambridgeshire
CBh ZRA

Tel: 01353 777006 Fax: 01753 777471
E-mail: waccofispheroid.demon,co.uk

((e'ood bay to you llr 5—bit l'ditor Sir.
l’hat’s one serious address line you
have, probably the biggest I ’ve ever
had to do. where do I begin to answer
such a letter.7 lit the beginning I
expect. llow predictable of me.

'ltrunword.’ liahl Humbug.”

As I stated a few letters ago, I'm
going to consider getting CP/PI Protest
when funds permit, if only to see what
the slight differences between the
three versions are, Also, if I can
speed up the process of Spell-Checking
a little more {I have a wonderful
Spell Checking Program that Paul let
me have a copy of, it ’s called Front
lleatherway and I use it as often as I
can) it will nalre ny life a lot
easier. If it turns out the CM!
Protest is the best for my purpose
then it ’11 be CP/ld protest that I ’11
start using.
I 'd like to add my voice in support

of hrnor’s reputation. They were a
truly excellent company, who spent
time helping t’ht't'l with several knotty
little problems, including a few which
were not directly related to the hill/077

programs. Their loss was tragic for
us, for their Staff and for the
owners. It really couldn’t have
happened to a better company.
I don’t think there ’s much more I

can say, except to apologise for
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trimming your letter down a bit (seems
to be a bit of a habit at the moment),
but between it and my answer, we ’d
have filled this entire issue.
oh yes. bunny Fairhurst? Bunny?

bunny! Curious —Philip))

«Confession time. these first four
letters belong to a group of seven
which, when I came to the disc two
hours ago, was totally corrupt. I ’ve
managed to rescue these four off it,
but if you’ve sent me a letter and
it’s not here, sorry, your letter
might have been one of those hi t by
the demon corrupter -Philip))

«Aye-up Iriandspheriodpatey, two
things for you. Firstly, Peter
Irunning was offered free advertising
in #:1th so long as he discounted his
products in some way or other. The

same is true for all that advertise
since issue 50 and the re-birth of
lirlt't‘l. Peter took up this offer and a
free of charge copy of the magazine
was sent to him so that he knew we

where keeping our word. lie didn ’t like
a Protert biased reply in F6 from llihe
Lyons and he withdrew discounts for
waccr members and we withdrew his
advertising. Iou can make your own
mind up about that but I feel he said
my ball and you are not playing with
it. Still, Ifdt't'l gave him exactly the
sane chance as other t'Pt‘ suppliers.
Secondly, I 'll be reviewing Protest

office for Ir’dt't'l. It 's a long time
since I 've done a review for the club
and I by looking forward to it. office
never seened to take off like the
other hrnor programmes, so I 'll be
very interested to see what it 's all
about. -Paul))

NO MORE DIGITAL AEROBICS (FOII MOI)

Hi Philip, hope you're keeping well. I
felt that I must write and explain to
the members why the Exercise Your
Fingers column has now ended. ((It
has? When? —Philip)) Unfortunately,
there wasn't enough response to my

plea for unpublished programs. Many

many members wrote in with programs
that had already been published in
other magazines. Although some of then
were brilliant, I felt that it
wouldn't be a good idea to re-print
then on the pages of HACCI so, thanks
go to all the members who took the
time to write letters of support to me

but, I‘m afraid that's
has to go, sorry.
he a helpliner I get loads of

letters asking for help with general
programming problems ((Try saying that
quickly —.Phi1ip)). The correspondence
that I got through 'EYF' all pointed
to the same thing. It was surprising
the number of members who wrote saying
that they had a limited knowledge of
programming and wanted to learn more.
Lots of people praised (and quite
rightly so) hlan Tillings 'Very basic
BASIC‘, the general census being,
'what do we do now that it's gone't'.
This has led to Paul giving me a NEW

column aimed at BASIC programming, so
look out for details of that in the
very near future.
Finally Philip, can you help a

helplimer? I need to Find a program
that will allow me to draw flowcharts
on the 6120+, I can't do it using
Pagesetter 64 or Powerpage, any ideas?

Best wishes
Clive Jackson

Stamford

it, the column

«Hi there Clive. I flowchart? he in a
progranning flowchart by any chance,
or is there another neaning of the
word? Vhy can ’t i t be done with
PowerPage? I use a Word Processor for
such, when I do then in thr.I first
place, which is rare I adnit.
It's difficult to have an opinion

about Exercise Your Fingers right now,
since I believe it was one of the sore
interesting parts of the nagaaine.
Take a break from it by all means, but
I think it night reappear again soon.
I look forward to your ddSIt' series.

I was going to do one nyself, but with
everything that seens to be happening
at the moment, I don’t think I 'n going
to have the time anymore. Besides
that, with being Idi tor and Fair
Comment Edi tor at the same tine, I
thin/t I'm going to have enough pages
for my style of ranblings -l’hilip))

IMO DOES PHILIP BLAME IIEXT IOITII?
Dear Philip, did I understand
correctly that issue 100 had issue
three given free with it (there wasn't
with my copy), or do I need to send in
a disc for it? «You should have got
it free with issue 100, the issue 3
magazine that is. I/hy haven't you? I
don't know. Iiowever, as I ’m not Edi tor
yet, I can still blame Paul -Phi1ip))

Paul also mentioned that Angie
wishes to plan some rolling demos

during the convention; would this be
pastry rolling? I don't mind doing a

bit of beer barrel rolling if I can
sample the contents (providing it's
Tanglefoot, that is!) ((it's going to
be about rail carriages -Philip))
If Phil Peacock is still looking for

a way to speed up Stop Press printing,
then the only thing I can think of is
a program called X-Press by hedway
King. This speeds up the printing and
(according to a review I read ages
ago) slightly improves the quality.

The 80000 word Prospell dictionary I

mentioned is certainly well worth
getting (from Marcus Ruegg. see issue
100) although I have found one slight
snag with it when using the ‘anagram‘
or the ‘find word' options. When

Prospell gets : to the end of the
dictionary file it goes back to the
beginning and starts again. You can
hear the disc drive head as it steps
through each track, then when you hear
it vhirr back to the start of the disc
you'll need to press BBC to stop the
search.
I found this out when I was using

Prospell (on ran) to find an anagram
with this new dictionary for the first
time. I left it running for a while,
not realising that it was just
repeatedly going through the
dictionary. The disc drive warmed-up
quite nicely after half-an-hour!

how are you getting on with
Discology then Philip? I've got
version 3.3 (the English version from
Siren), and I've found a fault with
that as well (I don't go deliberately
looking for problems, honest!) When

you are ‘cutting and pasting' sectors
you are asked for an address ‘from'
and an address ‘to' (to out); but it
doesn't cut right up to the ‘to'
address, it cuts to one less. So, for
instance, to cut from 000 to ll’l‘ you
need to specify ‘from' as 000 and ‘to'
as 200. I don't know if other versions
are the same; perhaps someone could
let us know what extra features later
versions have.

One last thing; does anyone know if
there is a font designer available for
creating Protype fonts? «dunno -P))
Worried Armadillos Cautiously

Consume Insects. best wishes to all,
Hartim Bela

Derby
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«Pear Martin, I 've also been playing
with the Marcus li’uegg Dictionary but I
haven't come across that particular
effect just yet. I'll have to try it
out later and see what happens.
Discology is great fun. You use 3.]

do you? Well, I have version 7. 3,
which is written entirely in French.
Regardless of my nane {which is french
incidently) I can't speak a word of
the language, so I keep having to
guess what the options are. I don't
know if there are that many
differences between 3.3' and 7. 3, only
that the whole lot has been tidied up
a bit and nade somewhat more efficient
at what it does.
Sorry about the hissing Issue J. As

soon as Paul reads this, I 'n sure
he '11 pop one into the post for you,
won't you Paul?
[or any non—Train buffs out there,

another name for 'Ilailway Carriages ',
is [tolling Stock -Philip)>

EPIC IN FOR All EPICUllE

Dear Philip, following my recent
telephone conversation with you about
EPIC (as reviewed by Ian Parker in the
100th issue) in use with the Citizen
120D+ printer, I thought I'd update
you as to the progress I've made and
put out a general plea to anyone else
who night have a similar printer and
has got the program working properly.
I haven't, quite.
I've changed the printer codes in

the STANDARD ETD file so that it
functions on the Citizen (27 126 53 1

to get IBM lst set characters and 27

62 to put the eighth bit on; 27 126 53

fl and 27 35 reverse the process; 27

126 53 I and 27 109 3 for 2nd set
characters, 27 109 0 and 27 125 53 0

to reverse, and I found I had to add
27 126 53 0 to the codes for French
and Swedish characters before they
worked properly).

The program works: I get IBM 1st and
second set graphics and accented
characters, but there are five of the
IBM first set characters that don't
work, and oddly they have consecutive
hSCII codes, from 171 - 175 even
though they don't appear as a group in
the EPIC printer-driver listing. I've
struggled and am tempted to conclude
that there might be a fault in my

printer firmware. I wouldn't
ordinarily bother, but the main reason
I wanted EPIC was to be able to

produce 1/2 and 1/4 fractions, and
they just happen to be amongst the
five I can't get. Instead I get a

diminutive n and an equally diminutive
2 (squared), and I also get both of
those as themselves. The other missing
symbols are double brackets (speech
marks in some Germanic part of the
world) and an upside—down exclamation
mark. So if there's someone out there
with a Citizen mm and EPIC working
perfectly, please tell me where I've
gone wrong (if I've gone wrong).

To finish, many thanks to Ian Parker
for his review of the EPIC program.
Protest is certainly enhanced by EPIC,
and that, along with PRDCLIP, must
surely make it a word processor second
to none anywhere in the known sky. I

especially appreciate the ability to
draw boxes. ((1 man after my own heart
I see, but don't say that too close
to any drunword users —l’hilip))
And thanks to you, Philip, for the

enthusiasm with which you answer
telephone queries «You're very
welcone». And thanks to everyone else
for being wonderful too.

Peter Rogerson
Mansfield Hoodhouse

«flow do Peter. Perhaps I should
erplaiu why you called ne.Iet’s see if
I recall correctly. You were able to
step up to Chltfllidl and above on the
printer, but you couldn’t step down

again. This was because the printer
was stepping to [on set #2, which
doesn't have the control codes in the
first 32 Cilhfln} codes. Only the
first IBM set has these built in and
it's that set that has to be accessed
by dl’lt’.
Anyway, I 'n glad to see that you've

got it working scale of the way. I
can ’t understand why the 1/2 and 1/4
don 't work, but I have a suspicion. 0n
the EPSOII Sf'i’H/S dtld that I have
sitting here, those two codes produce
parts of the Russian Alphabet in its
present node. It could be the way the
printer is set up, rather than the
progran or the computer. the STYLUS

Edd has nore options than I care to
try to work through at the moment.
If anyone has got a CITIZEN 1209

manual they could send down to me for
a few weeks (or donate to WW), I '11
have a look through it and see if I
can get EPIC working with this printer
as it was neant to —Philip.))

A CPC-QUICK lEITEll AGAIN

Dear Philip, Firstly, may I take this
chance to remind you all (after your
plea for information on CPC related
publications) that the disczine
CPC Quick (produced by me), costs
on1y(2) £1.50 and isn't too bad a read
even though I say so myself. All
cheques or postal orders can be made
payable to AD Watt, if you decide that
you want to have a copy.
Secondly, I thank you for offering

to help out with CPC Quick, but I am

not sure what aspect you could cover:
if you have any ideas they would be

gratefully received. Also, any help
with scrolling my disczine up and down

smoothly would be great. Hay Ialso
say thank you for sending me a copy of
hnti—hultiface after my last letter?
I've used it a lot since then and it
has proved to be very useful.
Thirdly (sorry, this letter seems to

be getting longer), is there any way
to control (using BASIC) when the tape
socket of my CPC 6128 goes on or off
without using the familiar RUN" to
start tape and ESC to stop? This
could mean that other things could be
turned on or off, for example, at set
times. I an interested in Robots, so I
thought that maybe,using the expansion
port, I could also make the CPC turn
things on or off and also receive
signals. I know this may seem a
strange request, but I recently got
hold of an old book ‘Ushorne Computer
-Controlled Robots for CS4, VIC 20,
Spectrum E BBC' which has a short and

snappy title! The problem with it
(obviously isn't it?), is that the
connections to the CPC are different
and I really am not sure about using
I/D ports.

From looking at the survey results
(sorry I didn't participate), I have
to agree with everybody about dropping
the stories: they were just space
fillers. I also like the idea of the
new ‘Exercise Your Iingers', and it
would be a shame if it ceased so
early because of lack of support. I

may well send in something in the very
near future.

Oh yes, one other thing, do you
think I should buy the ‘hlternative
Firmware Guide'? It seems a good buy
for only £5.
If you or anybody else reading this

letter can help me I would be very
pleased! Sorry about the size of the
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letter: I did originally set out to
type a short one. Sorry that I

didn't include a disc again, my word
processor on the CPC has packed it in:
I had to do this letter on my wee PC.
If this letter is in issue 100 then
congratulations for reaching the big
100! But will there be an issue 200
and what will we ever do once we renew
our subscriptions (I have yet another
4 issues I think) to MACCI and have to
pay an extra 50p per issue?

Oh dear, but if it means keeping the
CPC alive I'll put up with it
Thanks again.

yours sincerely,
Ben Watts

2 Cuiken Dank

Pemicnik
Midlothian

EH26 DAF

«Good day to you lien. [low about
sending me down a review copy of CM
Quick so that I can have one of our
many helpers give it a write up in
IIAC’t'I. Just an idea.
The problem with helping out on any

disczine, Magazine or Helpline for
that matter, is just what to do. the
ideas have to come from sonewhere and
they ’re the hardest thing to cone up
with. If I can help, then I will, but
I do need something specific I can
target myself at.
I 'n glad you've found a good use for

Anti-dultiface, It is an excellent hit
of progranning and can save a lot of
problems. I, for instance, just don't
have enough spare power on 'nother' to
leave the llultiface II constantly
attached to the back of the nachine,
so the Anti-Multiface Program can be
something of a god send.
Switching the tape port on the 5126'

is simple. CALI hht'bh‘ switches it on
and CAM MCI] switches it off again.
The source of this informed is in the
Alternative firmware Guide. If you're
interested in progranning, then this
is a vital addition to your library.
It is a wonderful bit of literature
and a good bit of Techno-hat bedtine
reading.
As you may have already read, Clive

has suspended d—I—l‘ for the moment,
but I anticipate its return to a
h’ht'dl near you very soon.
I put your address under your letter

just in case anyone wants to get in
contact with you directly Jbilip»

THE GRANDMOTHER TECHNO-MAI

Dear Paul, Hay I, through the pages
of WACCI, thank Bob Moffatt for his
lucid explanation in issue Bil "h Hare
Raising Experience." Some issues ago,
I wrote for assistance about my disc
drive and never, in the farthest
reaches of my very fertile imagination
did I think I'd be able to "do it
myself!" But I have and it works. By
the way, I'm talking about changing
the belt in the disc drive. Chris,
from Motts was kind enough to sell me

another keyboard at a reasonable price
and he even delivered it — aren't
MACCI people NICE. Because I had a
backup it gave me the courage to do
the surgery. My local electronics shop
supplied a belt for 75p and by

following Dob's clear instructions, I

saw the insides of "Fred" for the
first time. Quite an experience.
In the past I confess to taking tape

recorders and small radios apart to
try and learn how they work but I've
never dared to do anything to my
beloved CPC before.
What's next? Maybe

perhaps . . .

Thanks to all who make these things
possible.

a 3.5 drive

Isobel Swade

Harrington
Cheshire

PS My granddaughter Rebecka is doing
well Philip, she will be 6 months old
on May 8th, is gorgeous of course, and
will have a sister or brother around
October tine.
PPS I do have a grandson, Ryan, he is
18 months old, my son's first child
and is equally gorgeous.

(Wonderful to hear free you again
Isobel. I agree, MACCI people, in ny
experience, are the oddest hunch of
computer pal-contents it's ever been
my pleasure to he associated with. I
have to ash, though, what chances have
your grandchildren got, when their
parents nother has a habit of
disnantling radios, cassettes and
computers to find out how they worh.
Congratulations, you've just been
awarded a feeble badge.
October tine, huh? Right. I expect

to be inforned at the time (and be
given the nane this time so that I
don't have to call you up at a strange
time of day). -1’hilip))

INMIX MID OTHEMIISE

Dear MhCCI, my thanks go to Migel
Callcutt who advised Ie how to get my

new 3.5 inch drive working and also
told me that the disc that I received
from the Scouts Chairman was corrupted
because it would not work with DOS-
COPY.

My apologies go to Philip Dikichleau
who is still waiting to see a copy of
my Guitar Tutor programme. I'm afraid
the PowerPage Tutorial and the Scouts
hGM reports rather took over the
computer.

My apologies also go to the member
who rang me twice to try out a screen
routine for a programme he is writing.
The first time I was waiting for a
PAGEMAKER DELUXE page to print out
this takes ages ...and the second time
I had to keep running from one end of
the room where the 'phone is to the
other end where the computer is. I

hope I didn't run up his 'phome bill
too much.

Yours faithfully
Malcolm Drabbin

Deccles

«Dear Malcolm, I 'n sure I/igel would
say that you 're welcome, I '11 say that
your forgiven and the other member I
can't speah for because I don't know
who it is you mean, but he '1] probably
say sonething very nuch like what I
just said.
I loo/r forward to seeing the Power—

Page tutorial you've written. It
should arrive with me guite soon, I
hope. -l’hilip))

A QUESTION OF A QUESTIOIMIME
Dear Philip, not that I know such
about Computers but as it is more of a

mechanical problem rather than an
Electronic one, I think I can help
A F Simns with his probleI regarding
the sensor buzzing backwards and
forwards with nothing happening (Fair
Comment Issue 99). I had the same
problem with mine. I solved it by
lifting the top of the keyboard thus
exposing the Disc Drive. it the Motor
outlet fitted on the Shaft there is a

pointer type lever. When the sensor is
buzzing this is going from side to
side like mad. It seems that for some
reason this loses its proper position.
Hith the drive switched off, just
probe it with a ball pen point to the
centre. From then on it should work
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until the next time it decides to go
wrong. I leave the screws of the
computer top undone so that Icould
just lift it when necessary. It has
been working UK for some time but I
will not dare screw the top on,
because as sure as anything it will
play up again.

Now that I have dared to write, I
think I will add a couple of more
comments.

From the replies to the
Questionaire. What guestionaire'! I do

not think that I ever received one,
If it was in any HACCI Issue I must
have missed it then and I did not find
it again today.
Well as I was saying I was always

under the impression of being your
oldest member. At 58 I find that I am

amongst very good company from all
ages.
I have never used Tasword or Protext

but I find Brunword on Ron to be very
good indeed. Even more so that I make

very good use of its Infoscript Data
Base keeping Racing Pigeons' Pedigrees
and Racing records.
After "All" demise, WACCI has more

than filled the void. The WhCCI advert
in one of the latest issues couldn't
have been more timely. The effort in
producing such a marvellous magazine
as a hobby must be a great team
effort. You all deserve all the
encouragement and praise as you
continue with the good work.

Yours faithfully
Charlie hgius

Malta

((Good day to you t'harlie. There seem
to be many different ways of getting
these drives working again. I suspect
that there are going to be as many as
there are different drives. I know of
at least four different makes of 3
inch drive which all fitted into the
CDT flange of computers.
is to the Duestionaire. took in

ilkt't'l Issue til on page ID. That ’s
where it and it just took me 2’0

minutes to find the bit myself.
I ’m not going to comment about

Drunword this time, I don’t think it
will be safe for me to do so.
Producing MACDI is a team effort,

more now that it was ever before. Take
this months I‘air Comment for instance.
Sveryone seems to think that I do the
hard word, but it's not true. This

month, I ’ve had Frank Meatherway
taking so much strain off me, that I
have the suspicion that I ’m going to
finish Fair Comment this evening and I
only started it this morning. This is,
without doubt, a record for me and it
wouldn’t be possible without Trank’s
efforts. Thanks Frank, very much
appreciated -Thilip))

QUESTIONS AND AIISIERS

Dear Philip, I probably would have got
round to writing to you sometime but I
am having trouble trying to use
Protracker on PD disc 91 so I thought
I should write.
I am trying to get a sample of an

instrument into memory from tape so
that I can actually compose a tune
with it. Before you can play anything
you have to tell the computer which
sample you want to use but I can’t get
any samples so I am a bit stuck.
I have got a couple of other

questions that I may as well ask while
I‘m on, so here goes.
Does anyone know why hmsdos won't

recognise High Density 3.5 inch discs
even when they have been formatted as
DATA? I am trying to use some discs
from my dad's PC because I've run out
of Double Density ones.

What exactly is a silicon disc and
does anyone know how to make one or
from where I can get one?

The Drunword Character Designer on
WACCI PD disc 93 is for designing your
own headline fonts. If you want to
turn off Brunword you would have to
output a value to pins 42 and 43 of
the expansion port but I don't know

how to do so: maybe somebody else can
help out?
If you are still wondering what the

Foundation Step Time Sequencer is, it
is a programme that controls a MIDI

port that plugs into the expansion
port. It allows you to control all the
instruments connected to your CPC via
this port and allows you to type in
each note one at a time so that you
can go back to change one note without
having to replay the whole thing.

Hope You Can Help,
James Hoskisson
Middlesbrough

«dye-(1p James. I don’t know very much
about Protracker, but I know someone
who might. This, I believe, is what
the Tish-list is for. flight, Tish-

[ist, I'd like an article on
Protracker, PD disc 91, to let us know
how to use it. Mow about it?
About the discs. I use both Double

Density and liigh Density Discs without
problem, but then my drives have been
modified accordingly. It ’s not the CDC

that has the problem, it’s the drive
itself. If you look at a MD disc,
you ’1] notice that it has two holes on
the top edge and not just one. There 's
a sensor inside the drive which
detects this hole and switches the
drive itself over to high density. The

sensor in my 3.5, which is an IBM 1.44
Meg version, has been disabled. You

can do a similar trick by placing a
small sticky label so that it covers
the second hole, therefore making it
look to the drive as a Double Density
disc. Tour 3.5 must also be a 1.44 meg
version, or you wouldn’t be getting
this problem.

A Silicon Disc is a whole hunk of
memory you plug into the back of the
computer, or at least the DI Trooics
version is. All Amstrad have fit of
computer, minimum, that 64k being made

up of banks 1,2,] and l. The silicon
disc is, I believe, made up from banks
17 through If, making Z56k, This
can be used as extra memory {Parados
and Disc ’0’ Magic do this} or, using
the Silicon Disc Tom, it can be fired
up as Drive t', a 255k drive {It
Directory and 254k Dser Space}, It
acts just like a drive and even keeps
its contents during reset. Ion loose
it all, obviously, if you turn the
computer off. I ’m using one right now.

I store the unanswered letters on the
Silicon Disc and after I ’ve answered
them, they get stored over to the 11

Drive. Very useful and very, very
fast. I got mine, and the 256k Memory
Trpansion as well, from Merline Serve.
You can’t get them new anymore, so
it ’s going to have to be second hand,
which means either the Market Stall,
in which case write a quick note to
Angie Mardwick and she ’1] keep an eye
out for you or it will be Angela
(ITdA) t'ook and Merline Serve for you.
The best method of turning off

Drunword that I know involves a large
hammer and a cold chisel, but I don’t
think anyone will be very interested.

So that's what a Foundation Step
Time Sequencer does? I was beginning
to think that no one would explain it
to me. Thanks —Philip))
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((dear James, it 1 may butt in here
about the question of 3.5” Ill) discs. A

wise man (Clive Bellaby) once told me

all about 3.5"110 discs and the (TC,
so I ’11 pass that information on here.
It is different from the reason Philip
has just given and I suppose they
could both be correct.
The surface of the lib disc is more

superior in its coating {if that's the
right word) to the DD disc thus
allowing it to be formatted to a
higher capacity. The 1.44 drive, as
Philip rightly states, uses the second
hole to detect a lb or M disc. low
you wire/disable the second sensor to
enable a 1.44 drive to be used on a
CM is beyond me but Philip knows
about these things.
Even with the drive set up perfectly

you can still get problems with 3.5 [lb

discs but only if they have been
formatted to 1.44 meg by a plastic
computer and subsequently used. Clive
reckoned that as the head stepped
across the used, but now data
formatted disc, it could land on a

sector perviously used by the PC.

This leads to the read failure.
Anybody else got any views on the

use of I10 discs or had problems with
them? ~Paul»

A.A. CHEAT IODE TAKES OVEll lACCI
Dear Philip, I read with interest the
letter in your "Fair Comment" pages of
HACCI, from A i‘ Sinus of Beckton.
Unfortunately, I'm unable to offer any
assistance to resolve his problems but
his daughter may be interested in my

letter. lly young son had the sane
problem with the "cheat" published in
limstrad Action magazine.

The version of the game "Fantasy
world Dizzy", in which I have found a

cheat, was on the Mt. Covertape.
The correct address to poke is 41059

or tool Hex. Poking this address with
zero or 127 (007T Her) will award
infinite lives. However, the gameplay
will be interrupted in the normal
manner every time Dizzy hits trouble.
He has nevertheless, the luxury of
getting into trouble as often as he
wishes!
Allow me to express my satisfaction

with HnCCI, which became a reality to
me only after Ml. closed down. It is
a mystery that the thousands of that
magazine's readers did not discover
how good HACCI is. Even with the small

price increase, it is excellent value.
Yours sincerely

P01 0 Griofa
Dublin

((lli Pol. That’s it, the pure answer
to the Diary Cheat. I 've tested it on
Baby {My very old 464) and it works

perfectly. Thank you.
1 ’n glad you feel that [MCI is

excellent value. l/e do try very hard
to make it so and we shall continue to
do so for as long as we ’re wanted.
Can’t say better than that ~Philip»

A MOVING LETTER

Dear Paul, I was just about to start
moaning about having to write on the
PC (because I still haven‘t set up
Amstrad yet, ROMEO seems to be lurking
in a packing but somewhere) and the
problems of re—typing your address on
a HACCI letter file, when Inoticed
that you have moved to Flintshire and
so I would have to re-type it anyway.
I do hope your move was less traumatic
than mine!
I had intended to write just to

confirm my new address and telephone
number and to say that I am happy to
re—enter the Help Line if you wish so.
The letterhead font is not the
happiest choice I have made and so
I'll repeat it in English:

{The address)

Tel: 01454 329875 (Bristol)

At present I am working in London and
commuting home at weekends — so please
don't publish my address yet, my wife
would rather not have physical
callers. llormal service will be
resumed in mid-June.

When I get the CPC up and running I
will try to get another Experience
running, write to Tigger etc.Hay I say
what a jolly good job you did putting
together the 100th Edition (honest)
and that I appreciated the llkCCl #3.
Must go now. A house to paint and

only 30 secs of daylight left.
Regards

Bob Hoffatt
Bristol

«bear Bob,oood to hear from you and I
hope life settles down for you so that
we can have some more wonderful
experiences. —Paul))

For Sale:
An Amstrad CPC 464,

A Colour CTM 50 Monitor,
A Green Screen GT 65

Monitor,
A MP 2 Modulator to use

Amstrad with
conventional TN,

A DD1 3" Disk Drive with
10 Blank discs,

A 64K Ram Pack to
upgrade 464 to 128K,
A Mouse interfacewith

Mouse,
A Satellite Station Zip

Stick Joy-Stick,
Loads of games and

software on disc and tape
includingTasword 464,
AdvancedArt Studio,

Trojan Lightpen Graphics
Software and Sim City,

TheManuals for
everything are included.

PRICE FOR THE WHOLE
LOT £100

If you wish to buy items
singly I will be happy to

negotiate a price.

2 Books on programming
for the Amstrad will be

thrown in free!

If you are interested in
this offer Telephone me

on;

(0191) 267 9345

Or write to me at:

Jonathan Tait
19 Jedburgh Close,

Chapel Park,
Westerhope,

NewcastleUpon Tyne,
NE5 1TH.
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Merline-Serve/KAD,Btympton Cottage, Brunswick Road,
Worthing, West Sussex, BN1] 3NQ. Tel/Fax 01903 206739

,2’«9
Recycling CPCGoods )1

Merline-Serve
Merline-Serve is a non-profit making service run by CPC enthusiasts, for CPC
enthusiasts. We supply software and hardware no longer available from the

commercial software houses and publishing companies.
We stock many books, magazines, fanzines, ROMS, hardware, software (both games and
utilities) on disc, tape and cartridge. Our items are in good working order, or your moneyback. We will consider swaps, part exchangesand purchases ourselves. Ifyou can’t

get hold ofa CPC item, then try us, becausewe have probably got what you want,
can get hold of it or know someone who can.

‘ We also run KingArthur’sDomain, a disc based PD library containing over 200 discs.
For a catalogue, send a disc (3” or 3.5”) and an S.S.A.E. to the address above.

Merlinews‘erve is now offering a standard 10% discount to all WACCI members. To get
our latest catalogue, simply send an A5 S,S.A.E to the address above, and we’ll get one

on it’s way.

,

-rememner your 10% discount...
CF2 DISK (ex-software house) £15.00 per l0SBIT GFQ Crystal Boxes l5p each

AMSDFT 3" IO‘s DISK BOX £4.00
THEMAGAZINE FOR ALL AMSTRAD MP3 £3500
831T comma}:USERS 1000'“ 0‘ “P59 “0m 99?
Y K .v oPc SAM Mang DISK from £3.99ea, you eMn or- , '-C“ ox- -Pow, -.am, 93- THUNDEREIRDS 34-99

orwin-tavern" 3" Head Cleaner £3.99"“"m9"““hm ausmsss. EDUCAIIOMAI. 3. names8311‘ i.- fox- you Ll81 AVAILABLE

file-“ppm, Fem-nu,MP. But an",Scum-o!SoftwmandHu-dwnre, FREE PGSYAQE OVER £10.00Rep-1mm, ClubNew-am.
only £2.00 par1““:“mommy CAPRI MARKETING LTD
Fix-om:Elsi-nW-t-ongunpowder-4 39Hill'-Street.Sutton, ELY,Camh- COMPUTER CAVERNone2‘ 9 DEAN STREET
Tel: 01353 777006 MARLOW. BUCKQ 3L7 3AAEmma: manphemiidemomoomlk Tel: 01628 89110] Tel/Fax: 891022
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BASIC.OR.NOT.BA9IC
Clive Jackson asks questions...

OPEWOUT offer
Hi everyone, you've probably noticed by now that the RIP
column is missing. I must say sorry to those who will miss
it but the support wasn‘t forthcoming. Many of you write to
me both through Elf and the Helpline asking for programming
help, so Paul's asked me do a regular BASIC programming
column.

lHILE undecided
Alan i'illing put you through your paces with an excellent
column called 'Very basic BASIC‘. It ran for some time and
took you through the simple concepts of programming
but what if you're one of the many new members who missed
the column and want to learn? Do we begin the new column
from scratch or do we continue from where Alan left
off? The choice must be yours.

FOR now=you To do.survey
To be fair to all members both new and seasoned, I think it
would be best to do a small survey (‘another one?l I hear
you ask). I need this for two reasons. Firstly to find out
if there is enough interest and secondly to find out how
much you know and have learnt through Alans column. This of
course will give me an indication as to where we start.

NEXT nOl
Write your answers on a piece of paper, don't worry if you
don't understand some of the questions, if you're not
sure, put 'Iio', they're designed to find out if you've
understood certain commands such as DIM, WHILE/WEI”), loops
and the like.

[I] SEX. Kale/Female/Yes Please?
That's got that one out of the way!

[2] Have you read Alan Tillings Colunn 'Very basic BASIC'

right through? I/ll

[3] IF yes THEN do you fully understand all of the commands
he covered? Ill!

[i] no you want the column to start teaching programming
from scratch. Ill

[5] Write yes to the hits you can do but using what you've
learnt, do you feel confident enough to write a short
program that will:-

a) Clear the screen. I/W
b) Obtain user‘s name from the keyboard and store it. Y/h

c) Obtain user's age from the keyboard and store it. Y/li
d) Double their age, subtract 10 from it and store
it. (equations?) III

e) Wait for a specified key press. Y/li
f) Respond by printing their name, the result of the

equation followed by some kind of wise crack. III!

[6] Could you do it 15 times for 15 different people. WW

[I] As 6 above but could you do it using the DIM command.
fl"

[8] Same again but could you do it without using GO'IO

command. VIII

[9] Would you be able to store all of the answers on disc
or tape. UN

[10] Do you like the new orange flavour kit-Kat. Ill!

[11] Would you be able to retrieve all of the answers from
the disc or tape. Y/ll

[12] Do you know what flowcharting is. Ill!

[13] Do you want to learn about flowcharting as well as
programming. I/W

[14] In general, what elements of programming confuse
you? If any:-

[15] Have you any suggestions or ideas for the new
column:—

WEND

Send your answers to he at my new address: 22 Cornwall
Road, Stamford, Lines PE9 lit) and I'll get cracking on the
results. You have plenty of time to get your surveys in. If
we say by the end of July, that gives our overseas members
the chance to have a say as well. If you don‘t send in your
replies, simple... W0 NEW COLUMII!

CLOSEOUT Jacko

INPUT Editor
Please let Clive know your needs so he can help you get the
most out of your CPC.

WHILE WOT asleep
Get your answers to Clive asap — taewerso - Pan].
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PROTEXT vs PD SPELL CHECKERQ
With Peter Rogerson

there are two reasons for wanting to use a spell-checker. Firstly to Intercept
genuine typing errors before going public: nalres you seen illiterate. Secondly to
put rig/It any nistakes you might na/re out of pure unadulterated ignorance, tne
public display of whicb llas the same result as accidental blunders.

INTRO
A careful examination of your text can
usually sort out the first kind but
look as hard as you can the chances
are you won‘t spot the second kind
because you've written something you
believe to be perfectly correct even
though it isn't. It cones as a shock
to realise that you're less perfect
than you thought you were, but that
shock is soothed somewhat if the
software that does the telling is nice
to you.

THE COIIEIIDERS

Prospell is the most popular
connercial program, so how does it
compare with the best the Public
Domain has to offer? There are Ispell
(courtesy of Paul) and Richard
Fairhurst's Powerspell.

PUBLIC DOMAIN STUFF

Firstly for the PD programs. They have
smaller dictionaries (Powerspell can
manage 9—10,000 words with a full
user—defined dictionary according to
my calculations) and ISpell cones in
with nearly 14,000.
The dictionaries are held in memory,

which restricts then somewhat. After
all, there's a limit to what can be
squeezed into even 128k of RAM. ISpell
has two dictionaries, one for words up
to 8 letters in length and the other
for larger words of up to 12 letters,
which means the program requires to do
two passes over the document. It also
requires ASCII text files, which means
you'll probably need to save an extra
copy in raw ASCII as well as an
ordinary copy in the particular format
favoured by your WP.

MINOR SC

Prospell, on the other hand, keeps its
dictionary on a disc which it

constantly accesses whilst checking.
This allows a dictionary of up to
about 40,000 words, obviously much

larger than the PD programs. Indeed,
the space for user~words (additional
to the original 33000 words) is almost
as large as Powerspell offers in
total. There is still alimitation,
though, this tine the formatted 178k
of user-space on an hnsdos disc.

The Prospell process is different
from the others, which check the text
in sequence. It sorts the words into
an alphabetical list (off-screen) and
then checks it, which allows a

complete check in one pass with no

disc-changes. with the text disc in
driven and the dictionary disc in
drive I! (or vice-versa) it is hugely
userfrieodly.

18 SIZE IIIPORTANT
Do we need big dictionaries on spell-
checkers? Well, not really, if we're
prepared to be patient and tell our
cm to ignore a huge number of words
it thinks are wrong because it's never
been taught then. Even the most humble
spell checker will trap most typing
mistakes. The trouble is the hunan
beast can easily become lazy and not
notice these mistakes if they‘re lost
in a great number of correctly spelled
words that the program simply doesn't
know. so it's clear that the fewer
words the spell-checker stops at the
better.

SHIFTY 0R [HAT

Prospell cones close to knowing enough
words. But it has its failings. I
would have liked it to recognise
numbers as mistakes if they're in a

string of letters. A little quirk of
my own is to be inadequate with the
shift key and speech marks frequently
appear as is whilst apostrophes put in

appearances as ls. So I night
inadvertently type tbeylve and
Prospell splits it up into they and we

and tells me the latter part is wrong.
Fair enough, but it‘s already passed
the they as being correct and my only
option so far as putting things right
is to [i)gnore the we and go back to
the relevant part of the text once the
spell—checking is over and done with
and sort it out by hand.
Then the advantage of the

alphabetical sorting becomes a
disadvantage as I have no way of
knowing exactly where in the text the
tbey7ue is, especially in a long
document.

SLOI SLOI DISC DISC SlOl
Because ‘of Prospell's disc-based
dictionary it's horribly slow when you
ask it to (Hook for the correct
spelling of a word. I find it easier
to have one of those papery-
dictionary-things and check in that
when the progran pauses with an
unknown word. line tines out often
I've written the word correctly but it
simply isn't amongst the 34,000-odd
that I have at the moment on my

dictionary disc.
The fact is, and I hate saying this,

the CPC as it stands can't cope with
huge lists of words in memory so they
must be on disc which are formatted to
a measly 178k, and anyway constant
disc-accessing is bound to be slow.
Powerspell's (C)onsult [similar to

Prospell's mm] is virtually
instantaneous but Ispell doesn't have
any consultative feature. In a test
with two words from this article,
Prospell because it's a proper noun
and papery, because it's not a real
word, Powerspell's (C)onsu1t took a
second or so to show we there was no
near match for the first and Prospell
took 34 seconds! But the down-side of
Powerspell's (C)onsult is you start
looking at the place in the dictionary
where the unknown word should be if
your spelling is correct, and you
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search manually from there, going
either to the (n)ert word or the
(p)revious one. Prospell doesn't
assume that you've started with the
right letter, but looks through its
entire 30000+ words for a near-match.
iiith papery, Prospell took 8 seconds

to offer paper and papers, Powerspell
had the same and paperwork in addition
and (Paul - this is a great sadness)
Ispell didn’t recognize a mistake
because papery is part of three
hyphenated words which the program
treats as one, and it‘s longer than
the maximum twelve letters.
Another quirk of Prospell's is its

scanning and sorting routine which it
does before it actually starts
checking. If you‘re in a hurry it can
be a nuisance, especially with lengthy
documents of above 20k. 0n the other
hand the PD checkers both leap into
action at the word go.
But taken as a whole and bearing in

mind limitations of equipment Prospell
is a pretty good compromise. And if
you're both an adequate speller and an
accurate typist it can be very fast
indeed. Added to that is the fact that
it runs within Protest whilst the PD

programs don't (though if you are
limited to disc based software you're

left with only about 10k for documents
if you choose to have both programs in
memory simultaneously). The ideal
set—up is the non versions of both
Protest and Prospell together with a

spoonful of patience and a cupful of
love. Or something like that.

MARK Iii IORDS

how for the marks, as percentages:

Ispell -651 I would like to have
given it 100% or even more, but it
required the text as an ASCII file and
took the longest of the three when

checking this article. In addition,
most people struggle more with long
words than short ones, and Ispell
appears to limit its files to 12

letters. Sorry, Paul. ((500, hiss ~10)

Powerspell - 751 A few disc utilities,
like the ability to ChTalogue and
Elise files would have pushed the mark
up a bit. This comes close to the
high—powered PC programs in appearance
and it would be nice to see how it
performed with a bigger dictionary on
a lirunword-sized ron.

Prospell 415% Very user friendly,
loads of features, but the [Llook

command is just too slow. however, if
you like finding anagrams you might
like to add a couple more marks —

though that option‘s slow, too. It's
quirky, antiquated, but it works. If
it had been at P1) prices I might have
added another 10 to the mark.

iihen I put an early version of this
article through the three spell-
checkers (Powerspell l Prospell with
additional user-vocabulary, and Ispell
as it comes) the results were as
follows:

Prospell - 17 different words
unrecognized in 1.28 mins

Powerspell - 45 different words
unrecognized in 4.05 Iins

Ispell - 52 different words

unrecognized in 5.19 mins

I didn't use (Hook but chose to
(I)gnore all occurrences of every
unknown word. Had I needed to do a bit
of consulting dictionaries the above
timings might have been a lot
different, with maybe Prospell ending
up slowest and Ispell (by default)
fastest.

Peter Rogerson.

SUNDAY

at the Bescot
Stadium

) WALSALL
10 amto4pm

29 September 1996

The one and onlg Second
Great WACCI Convention

0m

To simplybookyour ticket fora great day out, send£2. 00 to
WA00/ andavoid any lastminutepanic, as there are onlya

limitednumberoftickets available.

Refreshments and
Bar available

NB: Lunch must be
booked in advance

Just ask Angie
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THE WIZZARD PRINTER PORT

fine of the pleasures in being a fully qualified Iechnn-Itat is the occasional
hardware review that I get asked to write.

39
Philip "Tiger" DiRichleau

this is lainly hecause I get to tahe
apart that which sulenue else has carefully put together. I'ahe last lanth. I got
to Inch at the new ColSoft Ilclhor {and dislantle it a little), before the
lajerity of 71661 lelhers even knew of 1 ts existence. Ilow tale this south, I get
to rip apart (read dislantle gently} the new wizard I] bit Printer Part. tiny, I '19

really getting to love this larh....

SO IIIAT DOES IT DO

llstrad, in their wisdol, created the
CPC with a 1-bit Printer Port, which,
basically, leans that we can't print
out any characters with an ASCII value
higher than 127. Goodbye to all those
wonderful boring characters, the Greek
alphabet, and other assorted goodies,
lany of which grace the pages of film
each Ionth. Say hello to the 'ilirard'.
It changes the 7-bit port into an 8—

bit port, with the help of a bit of
circuit board, a few colponents and a

short patch progral.

THE PTIOGITAI

Interesting hit of progralliug this,
even if it is only a few lines. It
patches the part of the conputer's
Pirlware which sends the character to
the printer and directs it, instead,
to a little progral very high in
Ielory, outside the nornal user range,
which then does solething to the
coding which eventually sends an 6-bit
signal to the printer. this leans that
it won't get overwritten by that lany
prograls. It works with Protert, with
lasword and with quite a few PI)

Prograls as well. To be honest, I
don't think it's going to work with
CP/ll though but that's not a great
loss. I'I going to have to disasselble
the code soon and have a good poke
around with it, see what else I can
lake it do.

THE IITERESTIIG BIT

ll'his is the hardware side of things.
The 'ilizard' consists of a long length
of printer cable that looks a few
Ionths pregnant. ll'here's a bulp in the

liddle of it, which is covered in a
sheath of plastic (1 had another
snile there, but decided not to use
it). One has to wonder what's beneath
this. Where's ny scalpel and I'll tell
you. Nurse, hand Ie the gloves.
that a very strange looking circuit

board. To start with, it's bright red
in colour and I lean bright, with
seven conponeuts on it with the cable
clipped in the niddle. The soldering
is very neat and the whole thing looks
very durable. It'll need to be. line
to give this beast a good testing, the
sort of testing that only a techno-Rat
can devise for a poor peripheral.

THE TEST

it works and it works fine, even
without the covering, though I suspect
it would probably be better with it
left on. Ooppps, I appear to have
given it a sudden shock by placing a
whole load of discs on top of the poor
thing. Yup, it still appears to be
functioning as per design. Hhat else
can I do? Sonething horrible and
DiRichleau—like I think.

Good norningl It is tonnorow, I
assure you, since I wrote that little
lot yesterday. The port has now been
fixed to the conputer for a little
over 13 hours (with everything
switched on) and it isn't even warn.
Shale I can't say the sane thing for
the poor little ranpacks on the back
of her. tile for a cool down I think.

TIIE SERIOUS REVIEI BIT

line to be a little more serious now.
One of the main complaints I have
about bits you hang off the back of

the conputer, is the way they seeI
totaly incapable of withstanding even
the slightest bit of abuse. Give then
a little flick and they blow
themselves apart at the scans. I'm
pleased to say that the 'Hizard' does
not feature on this list. I've spilt
tea on it, dropped discs on it, given
a couple of really good inpacts (the
sort of stuff that any conputer
eguipnent nay have to face) and it's
still working fine.
Idon't suggest for a nonent that

anyone actually gives eguipnent the
sort of test that I gave to the
'llizard', it's not at all sensible
(lo-one in their right nind would
accuse le of being sensible). Herline
Serve (Il'Gl) let HACCI have one for
review purpose and let ne have one for
the real serious bench testing. The

fact that it still functions is quite
relarkahle.

THE PEIIIIES
The wizard 8 Bit Printer Port is
available tron Merline Serve at the
nornal Herline Serve Address, which is
plastered all over the place in WACCI

(Like anywhere the me Angela or
Arthur Cook is mentioned), and costs
£15 each which isn‘t too bad at all.
HlCCI nenbers, as with all Herline
Serve stuff, get a 10% discount off
that and, lo, for this issue only, you
can grab one for a nergre £12 instead.

All) FINALLY...
This is a serious bit of kit. It's
durable, it does an excellent job and
it renains invisible when not actually
in use. low, the only question I have
to ask is this, are they going to want
this one back, because I don't think
they're going to like ne when they see
it...

Philip.

((1 use one of the little rascals at
the back of ny (’l’t‘. ~Paul»
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THE ANGELA COOK 9
'

INTERVIEW

THIS MONTH IT'S PAUL DWERRYHOUSE

Dare I as/r Pan] to write the introduction to his very own interview? I’o, best
not. I don 't think we ever coined a name for Paul either. Sumetriing wit/1 Valium
in it might not go amiss.
flying my way from the Wales area.

INTRO

Paul has been a wonderful long
standing member and Editor of WACCI.

I‘m sure he has all of our warmest
thanks. Only the Editor knows how much
work is put into TACCI, but unearthed
here are some of the goings on behind
the scenes of TACCI and what makes

Paul tick (it's not clockwork].

"001) How long have you been Editing
the magazine and how much does it feel
like it was since the beginning of
time?

Paul) Funny you should ask that
question Angela. You will have heard
by now that I decided to step down as
editor last Christmas but I would to
continue until at least issue 100. I
wanted to see that one published in my

time as editor.
Istarted with issue 81 in August

1994 and to be truthful I never wanted
to be editor of the club magazine.
Clive Bellaby stopped editing and left
the club, verv hastilv. I really
didn't want TACCI to fold so 1 153.; 5::
the job. I was very lucky with the
club members that actively supported
the running of the club as they helped
me greatly. Without then I never could
have done it.
That first edition was a real

nightmare asI became editor in the
first week of August and it was the
August edition I was trying to get
together! It went in the post at the
end of the month and I nust confess it
was hectic. From a cold start to
getting the magazine out in three
weeks was horrendous but I learnt so
much. And then Prontaprint brought the

1' thin]! I lied better start looking out for things

next headache. The quality of that
magazine was poor because their A3

copier couldn't cope and kept janming
the paper. To get over this they used
heavier weight paper. Time but if you
have 300 envelopes stamped up to 100

gram weight and find you need to
increase the postage by 7p then that
is a lot of stamps. Can you buy To

stamps, no, 5p and 2p are needed. oh

boy, 600 more stamps to lick.
Life got better after that and I

started to enjoy my new role.

I) That is the motivation behind all
the hard work of WACCI?

P) Hard question or what? Actually it
is very easy to answer. The very first
issue of HACCI I received was number
28. It landed on my doormat on a
Saturday Iorning, sometime back in
1988, and I took back to bed to read
- gosh did I enjoy it. I've been
hooked ever since. Of course, the club
is really about its menbers and the
fact that they are a real good bunch
aide azzr'idering the daily slog.

I) That was the most satisfying part
of editing HACCI?

P] Oh that's easy - the finished
product. I have enjoyed laying out and
upping the quality of the look for the
magazine. Presentation is my thing.

I) Hhat really makes you want to put
WACCI through a shredder?

P) Errrmml... I think you are after my

pet hates on this one. Well, I shall
have to tread carefully here. Certain

members have driven me up the wall
with their personal needs but I don't
blame them - after all they are only
using the club to sort their problems
out. If I have one BIG pet hate it's
those members who thought they could
ring me whenever they felt it suited
them. I thought I'd sorted that
problem out but there is always
one...

I) Is there any rhyme or reason as to
the order that articles get printed?

P] Oh yes there is believe it or not.
Date order is the first but whether I
can remember what has been sent in
and where the disc is seels to dictate
generally. 30 many things to do and so
little time. Who needs a filing system
anyway? «flat is a filing system
anyway? -Ange1a))

I) Are there any chances of depriving
we addicts of our monthly TACCI fix by
going on holiday again this year?

P) Ask Philip. ((Ilo,
~Pl]1'1ip))

certainly not.

I) That is generally involved in the
production of HACCI - can you describe
the surges of 2 ‘rp‘cil “ACCT. north
(is there such a thing)?

P) I'I afraid that each month is very
much the same but that doesn't mean

boring. Each day brings the postlady
to our door and I mean each day. In
the four and a half years I‘ve been
connected with HACCI only one or two

days have been mail free. I like
Sundays though ((1 don't, it means no
post and I’ve got to do the
[wavering -Ange1a».

So there is a daily input of
Ienbership updates, new menbers and

enquiries.I do this every day, it
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doesn‘t take long but leave it for a
week and it gets a bit daunting. Next
comes the aagazine pages. A good rule
is a page a day - 32 pages alnost
equals a month. I like to get the
feature pages under my belt by the
middle of the month. That just leaves
the regular input from Angie, Philip,
John etc., and that means I don't need
to panic as the month end approaches.
but I panic anyway. A little known

fact is that Frank Neatherway proof-
reads the feature pages most months to
ensure my rotten appreciation of the
English language doesn't spoil your
read.
I normally spend two to three hours

per evening on HACCI matters but that
can grow to four to five hours during
intensive periods. At posting tile the
whole family join in with the putting,
licking and sticking process. The last
issue, a double one with a flyer, took
Jales and Iyself six hours to do.
Then there are the mundane bits. I

purchase the stationary from Office
World in Chester as they are on Iy way
hole as well as being the only decent
bulk supplier in the area. Yes, I'm
afraid that the glalorous job as
editor involves buying C4 envelopes,
500 at a tile, on Iy way hale.

I) What are your plans for the future
of HACCI? Television adverts? Cover
disc? Increased overseas Iembership’!
Getting through this interview without
being bruised?

P) The future of HACCI is in the hands
of its melbers. I'm sure that John
Bowley and Philip Dillicbleau (with a
little bit of me) will look after the
needs of members. The single two most
ilportant factors is the numbers game
when it cones to the lembership and
the strength of the contributing
Ielbers. HACCI is, indeed, rich at
present.

I] It has been suggested that perhaps
HACCI should branch out to other
forests of colputer. Not necessarily
PC's (although we all know you use one
Paul), but perhaps Spectrum's, PCH's
or othertl Bit machines. Where does
HACCI stand on this latter?

P] Good question. Can I ask who

suggested that WACCI should branch
out? I feel that Brian Hatson and BAIT

are filling that niche and the
strength of HACCI is that it only
concentrates on the CPC. I don't think
that we should change but I'n
not in charge now!

I] It was a friend of mine, Andy. No,
he's not a nenber, although he does
use my CPC and tickle he a let. How

much heat is taken off of you by
people such as Ron Izett and Frank
Neatherway?

P) Ron has been extremely helpful to
me, as have Frank leatherway and
Philip. The newly appointed Hish List
Manager, Hishful Ernie, takes a load
off my shoulders as do the regular
contributors including you Angela.
HACCI is now about team work and this
will be increasing as the new
management takes over from me.

I) Do you use your CPC for anything
other than producing WACCI? Are you
really a closet games player?

P) Ito. Boring aren't I.

I) What are your plans for this year's
Convention, karaoke maybe?

P) I really don‘t have uuch input into
the Convention believe it or not.
Angie does the lion‘s share, Ijust
produce the tickets and pay the bills.
that is fair to say is that we all
learnt a lot from last year and this

year's should be so much better. At
least lost of us know what we look
like and we won't get a shock
realising whom we are standing next
to.

I) limnn, maybe Paul gyrating to a Gary
Glitter hit light not be such a good
idea after all. Apart from WACCI and
computing in general, do you have any
other hobbies or interests - don’t
fill up the magazine with cricket
though, or gardening for that matter
either.

P) What‘s a hobby? «It’s something
you 're supposed to do in your spare
fine but then generally takes over
your life flagella)” haven't had time
for one of then for ages. I have to
admit to liking a pint with my mates
and you are so right about the
cricket. I've got Sky and they beam
loads of cricket from around the
world, mainly at unearthly hours of
the day.

AND FINALLY...
There'll be another grilling nert
month,I just haven‘t asked anyone
yet. One day I might get ahead of
myself and know who it‘s going to be.
That would involve being organised
though. These last little pieces of
the interviews always seem to be the
sane, so there may not be one next
time.

Angela.

SJ.) MICR()SYS'I‘L‘JMS(Dept Z) P() Box 24, AttlcboroughNorfolk NR] 7 lllL. Tel (0] 953) 483750
The CPC, PCW and PC Specialists.

Software:Wide range of programs includingBusiness/Accounts, Payroll, WordProcessing/DTP, 1')atabases, Utilitiesplus a budget range From only £5.00,all available on 3", 3.5" and 5.25" disc.ALITI1(DRISED LOCOMOTIVE DEALERS ANDTASMAN SOFTWARE RANGE ST()CKISTS.
Supplies:Blank Discs, Lockable Boxes, PrinterCables and Ribbons, Labels and shore.NEW! 3" DRIVE [{EVIVERKl']‘....£10.00Drive belt, Cleaner, I)IY instructions.
Hardware:3.5" Disc Drive packages from £75.0024 pin Colour Printers From 15] 99.00[)isk transfer service CI’COI’CWOPCSend a SAE For our current cataloguestating computer type and disc size.
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The ABC of PD
THIS MONTH SOME NEW PD

for a change this south, I will be reviewing a new P17 disc which has just been
added to the PD Library — 1’0 Disc 11!} - Gales Disc 7, while trying to eat an
Easter Egg at the sale tile.

AISTROID

This is a shoot'em up game. It is
based on the same principal as The

Galactic Plague {one of the games
given free with the 464 at one time),
except that there is one lajor
difference - you can actually move

your spaceship around the screen.
Whereas with the Galactic Plague you
can only stay on the button of the
screen and move from side to side.

A nice touch to this game is that if
you are a Thunderbirds fan, you get to
hear some of the theme lusic from the
show. This comes at the start with a
countdown and also at the end, when

you have lost all of your lives. a
brilliant gaue which I would throughly
recommend. It is worth getting the P0

Disc just for this game alone. 10/10

FlIPFLOP
This is a puzzle gaue which is played
against the colputer. You play on a
3x3 grid, which contains nine squares
- either green or black. The object
of the game is to be the one to "flip"
over the last black square. at the
beginning you have the option of
starting first or the computer can
start first. However, I found that it
did not natter who went first, the
computer always won. A good game even
though it was a little bit on the hard
side. 6/10

GALAXIAN

Another shoot’em up gaue. Again, this
bears an uncanny reselblance to The

Galactic Plague - even more so than
hastroid does. The difference being
that the aliens can shoot back at you.
At the start of the gane you get three
lives. This is increased for every
four quadrants that you colplete. A

Is this a world first? Read on to find out!

point worth noting is that this is a

joystick only gaue. Not a bad game
despite the fact that it is very
similar to The Galactic Plague. 5/10

HAIIGIAII

This is one of my all tile favourite
games. Based on the classic gale,
except that this is a three-
dilensional version of it. This
feature enhances the game further and
lakes you want to play it again and
again! There is only one word for
this game and that is brilliant. 9/10

KAIIL

Karl is a platform game. The object
of the game is to collect a key from
each of the 40 different l'OOIS. Once

these keys have been collected, you
leave by the exit and open the
treasure chest.
I found that this was a very hard

gaue indeed. I could not even get
past the first room! This was because
Icould not kill any of the nasty
creatures that got in ly way. This
spoils the enjoynent of the game.
Very disappointing. 3/10

PlllleIX
Another puzzle game. The aim of the
gale is to make all of the blocks
disappear, As soon as at least two

blocks are next to each other or above
each other they disappear. To get an
odd nulber of blocks to disappear you
must get at least three blocks next to
each other. You can move the blocks
using a joystick or the keyboard.
This is quite an enjoyable gane,
although I found it a little on the
hard side.

7/10

RUBICK'S

Yes, you have guessed it. The famous
coloured cube is back — only this tine
as a game on you favourite computer.
The aim is of course the same as the
real thing. llowever, if you currently
own a green screen like myself (this
will soon be changing to a colour
one], this is rather difficult as it
is hard to see the colours. A good
game none the less and will keep you
going for hours. 7/10

[ORDSPAS

i hit like Hangman this one, only it
is even more fun. The idea of the
game is to guess a word chosen by the
computer from its list and save a man
from drowning in a beaker of water.
Every letter that is not in the word
pushes the man one step closer to
disaster. Great fun. 10/10

IRITE II
This is an educational game. It tests
the player on hononyms and other
conmonly confused words e.g. quite
and quiet. The conputer generates a

sentence and you fill in the missing
word from the two given. 9/10

AXYS

The aim of the game is to shoot at the
enemy and get to the end of the level.

Overall 4 out of 10

SPOTS

Turn the tiles over. The player who

turns over the last one wins. 5/10

[[8 IIHGS
This is a PD version of Lemmings and

great fun it is too. 0/10

AND FINALLY...
You will all be pleased to know that I
managed not to get any chocolate onto
my fingers and the keyboard. Keep up
the good work everybody. «dark»
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explain how an Elliot! is
programmed.....

Look at the 27123 EPRDH pin—out
shown in figure 1 below:

Uni-1 U as-Ucc
hie-a them
“7-3 as-m
232% T: 222))

gg-a '3 5 23—n_u
A3-‘l aa—or

lags U
I angle

9149 g.) an—cu

““‘i he iiino— -
m—la

N
17—us

lit-18 lB-M
tun-14 15-113

Figure I

no - hli : The address lines [16334
bytes - 2‘14).

b0 — D7 : The data lines.
Vcc : The 5V supply line.
GND : The Ground supply line.
ICE 2 Chip Enable (active low

"0" means enabled).
[OE : Output Enable (active low

“0'I leans enabled).
Vpp : The Programming Voltage

supply line.
/PGM : The Progralming Pulse line.

To program this chip an algorithm like
this would be used:

a) Set up ehip supplies Tao and Gill] —

see note 1.
b) Set up Programning Voltage Vpp -

see note 2.
c] Enable chip — (CE set low.
d) Disable chip Output - [0E set high
e) Set up address to be programmed on

All - M3.
f] Set up value to be progranned on no

- D7 - see note 3.
g) Apply progranning Pulse to IPGH -

see note 4.
11) Go back to step e for every byte to

be programmed.

NOTES:

1) Normally the supply is 5V, but
during programming sole chips like
to have 6V.

2) Very chip dependant! Can be 12.5V,
21/25)]. Generally only older chips
use the higher voltage, and of
those only the 2716 needs 25V. If
you do not know what the
progranmiug voltage is, try the low

one first!

3) An unprogramned byte has a value of
HF. It is only possible to program
a bit to go from "1" to "0". Once a

bit is "0" it lust be erased back
to "1.“

4) The duration and polarity of the
pulse is important. Usually they
are negative going, except for the
2716 when they must be positive
going. The duration can be either
1ms or ions. Newer chips tend to
use the short pulse, which means
you can program a new mm in
under 20 seconds. An older 27C128,
that needs a lone pulse, would take
over 10 ninutes to program. Sone
chips also require an additional
progranning pulse [usually of short

duration) some time after the main

pulse. If you do not know what
pulse duration to use try the short
one first.

The main complication of EPROH

progranmers is that they have to
handle EPROMs that do not have the
same number of legs, therefore, it has
to have some sort of signal routeing
logic to ensure that the right signal
arrives at the correct leg.
Modern EPROM progranuers are usually

nicro-conputers in their own right,
and have software that can cope with
all the different types of Elliott. They
will automatically select the correct
programming voltage and program pulse
duration etc., assuming that they have
been correctly told the type of EPROH

they have to program! Sone really
clever EPROM programners can even
automatically identify the type of
EPROH they have by reading the
manufacturer's own pre-progranmed
identification value.

H0! ARE EPROIS ERASED

Ultra-violet light! This is the stuff
that causes sunburn and skin-cancer
etc. But to erase an EPROH you need

lore than what even the Sun provides
on a good day. That doesn‘t mean that

MAIN MEMORT

arrrr ' (th)

18K

BLOCK 3

trend —

18K\BLOCK 2

M
ROMS : E) to 351

Figure 2 - THE CPC HEIDI" DIAGRAII
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THE PROCLIP REVIEW
Be
Peter Rogerson

linen Richard Ilarain nodestly announced Proclip in Fair Consent recentIy I felt I
ought to enquire a bit further. The idea that any kind of artwork could be ported
into Protest was more than interesting. I had always believed that even a simple
line was an impossibility.

INTRO

I received the disc containing more
than just the program (he even sent me

the PD art package GPaint in case I

hadn't got it) by return of post and
within an hour was convinced that
Proclip would have made Richard quite
a few pennies if he'd released it in
the CPCs' heyday.As he didn't then the
best he can hope for is the praise and

respect of fellow CPCers, which isn't
fair, really, but that's the way of
the world.
Proclip does what it sets out to do.

It reduces a piece of clip art or a

logo to a form that Protext can digest
and reproduce. And that's it, really.
Rather than an on-screen image there
are screens of output commands that
combine to make a picture, and it's
those codes that Proclip produces. It
might be a tad off—putting seeing row
after row of )0c commands, but it
isn't important. The original was

produced on an art-package or similar
and was converted because it was

satisfactory. Little more need be
said, I suppose. So let's get
practical and create a simple
letterhead using whatever software
might be necessary.

FIRST STEP
When I produced the offering hereI
used Microbesign (not plus,
unfortunately), Towerpage 128 and
GTaint as well as Proclip, but it
wasn't really as complicated as that
shopping-list night seem to indicate.
Maybe there's a single piece of
software somewhere that does
everything I wanted to do, but I

haven't got it and as my need for art
and DTP packages isn't that great I've

never been prepared to pay for more

than I've already got, though I'll
really have to get HicroDesign's plus
enhancer one day.

THE ARTY BIT

My WACCI shield required a font from
Microbesign's icon sets, clip art that
I already had in .CUT files and

GPaint's ability to reduce the size of
images.
Firstly I drew a rough sketch of

what I wanted the finished product to
look like. It didn’t have to be

particularly meaningful and I could
cheat by using existing clip-art. Once
I was satisfied I loaded Hicrobesign
and drew the shield (arcs of circles),
the box and the word TACCI. This I
saved to disc and then loaded
Powerpage into which I imported the
clipart (computer, joystick and lion
— frivolous, I know, but it's only an
example) which I saved out as a .SCR

file for GPaint. Using Gpaint I
reduced the three images and resaved
in a .501 format.
Back in Powerpage I copied the lion

and flipped one of the big cats on its
X axis. Then I imported the shield
directly into Powerpage in .DR format.
It works this way round, importing .Dll

files into Powerpage, though not, it
seems, the other way round (Powerpage
to Microbesign). The shield was a hit
on the big side, and Powerpage likes
to split larger .DR files into two and

display the two halves the wrong way
round. Simply mark one half and using
the block command copy it exactly next
to the other. Note: it'll have to be
shifted slightly down the screen to
match perfectly. HicroDesign has a
CONVERT progral, but Powerpage

do)

($93
)gEH

doesn't, so we have to make do with
this.
Then the rest of the clip art was

copied into the relevant parts of the
badge (they needed tidying up a bit -
the reducing process destroys some of
the detail - use CNTI-Z for
Powerpage‘s zoom lode.)

PROCLIP TIIE FOLKS

Finally, the whole lot was saved as a

.SCI file and Proclip booted up. It's
a matter of a couple of seconds work

to mark the clip-art with Proclip's
expandable rectangle and setting the
program in motion. One thing, though:

you are asked to provide a figure for
the side margin. I've used 20, but
fear not if you get it wrong: it can
easily be amended directly in Protest
itself after trial-and-error gives you
the most satisfactory positioning.
Merely amend the second >oc line. The

program takes a few minutes to
complete the file for use in Protext,
time for a cup of coffee.

The above light seem complex, but it
isn‘t, and Iaybe you've got a single
program that reduces images, flips on

the X axis and so on, in which case
it's easy. by effort took about 45

minutes, though I popped to the shops
while Proclip did its sums!

IIEVER IIIIID THE SIZE...
The printed image, from Protext, is
identical to the one prepared on the
mix of other software, the print
quality good on my Citizen 120m. One

thing, though: it uses a huge amount
of memory. by WhCCI effort is lot in
Protext, leaving disc users with only
7k for letters. That‘s a long letter,
though, nuch longer than most you'll
need to write.

PICA vs ElITE
One thing you'll have noticed is that
Proclip files are in FROG mode when
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TROPICAL is

BEAUTIFUL
A trip down Greenhouse Lane

[tells all and welcome to a new regular series in PACT]. Tbi‘s one has been written
by besley and myself and it basically chats about the tropical greenhouse we have
at the bottom of our garden. Since most people who visit are quite taken aback by
if we felt we should snare it with IIAt'Cl readers.

INTNO

This month we are going to look at one
of our favourite Orchids, the Aerangis
(Urcnldaceae). If only we could put a
colour photograph in so you could see
its breath taking beauty.

IIIAT IS IT
It is a genus of 70 species of
tropical, perennial, evergreen,
epiphytic orchids from Africa and
Madagascar. They have erect stems
which occasionally produce one or more
basal shoots. These plants require a
warm greenhouse.

The following three species have
sometines been listed in the genus
Angraecum. They usually have thick,
strap-shaped, blue-green leaves
unequally bi-lohed at the tips and
arranged on a short stem. The long-
spurred flowers, which are borne on
spikes, are basically white or cream,
shaded with green or salmon.

SPECIES ONE

A. bilnba. Tropical Africa. The

flowers, 1.5 - 2 inches across, which
are carried on pendulous stems, 6-12
inches long, are fragrant at night.
They are white, occasionally flushed
with pink and with salmon-orange
spurs; they appear from October to
December.

SPECIES TIO

A. Iratscliyana. Tropical Africa. This
species often sold under the erroneous
name of A. lrnfscbyi. It has Tendulous
flower stems up to 18 inches long,

each carrying up to 15 fragrant
flowers. They appear from July to
September and are 1- 1.5 inches wide,
pure white with 6-9 inches long
spirally-twisted salmon-pink spurs.

Aerangis lrotscllyana

SPECIES Tlo AGAIN

A. tmlscbyi: see A. ltbtscllyana.

SPECIES THREE

A. rbndnsticta. Tropical Africa. A

popular species, bearing up to 12

cream-white flowers with orange-red

central colulns on each 9 inches long
stem. The 1 inch wide flowers have
green-tinged spurs; they appear from
April to August.

CULTIVATION

Grow aerangis in a compost made up of
equal parts (by volume) bark or peat
Sphagnum loss, and in perforated pans
or baskets, 5 to 6 inches across.
These plants thrive in some shade,

but full winter light, in a warm

greenhouse. A humid atmosphere should
be maintained by frequent damping
down. Give an occasional liquid feed
fron May to September and ventilate
the greenhouse daily between April and
October. Between October and April
open the ventilators only on mild
days. Maintain a minimum winter
temperature of WC (61°F). During
the growing season, water copiously
but decrease the quantity in winter
during the period of minimum growth.

PROPAGATION

The lower Part of each stem usually
produces basal shoots which may be
used as cuttings when they reach a

length of 3 to 4 inches, usually in
April or Nay.
Insert the cuttings in 2 inch pots
of the growing compost and place in a

Propagating case at a temperature of
iii-21°C (64-70fll’]. when rooted, pot on
the cuttings as necessary.

PESTS AND DISEASES

Generally trouble—free.

AND FINALLY...
Next month (Philip willing) we will be
looking at the Harsh Orchid, a plant
that loves the calcareous environment.
Take care all. Iesley and Paul.
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A Guide to EPROMS on the CPC

With Tan Neill

In this article I W11 cover (briefly) the different sorts of canons you can get,
and chat sorts can be used with the sec, 1 VIII also explain the ascz’iacr'sm behind
[low they are actually programmed, and then, In as Much detail as .7 can, how they
are interfaced to the UPC.

INTRO

hopefully you are now fully mad with
what I suggested in Part Ilne.

lillAT'S All EPROI
TPROM stands for Erasable Progranable
Read Only Hemory. It is like am
because it retains is contents even
then it has no power supply. Unlike a

non, it is possible to change an
hPROl-fs contents, but don‘t compare
this ebility to that of hell, as the
nethodoi programning is completely
different!

Illk'l TYPE IS IT
There are dozens of different kinds
of ETROH. The following list will give
you an idea of what differences exist,
even between similar looking devices:

a) The manufacturer - lots of
conpanies make TPIOHs (and they all
give then different codes).

b) The physical size and shape of the
chip — not all EPRDMs have the sane
number of legs.

c) The capacity - not all EPROhs can
contain the sane amount of
information.

d) The word size - EPROhs don't always
have a byte at every address.

e) The access tine — some “We are
faster than others (measured in
nanoseconds - as).

f) The programming method - low / high
volts, long / short pulse? This is
discussed later.

9) The erasing Iethod - usually ultra
violet light, but a certain flavour
of EPROH (called EEPROH) can be
erased electrically!

Pic/I an TIMI, but not any canon!

FAQ

Considering the above list, it is not
suprising that one of the most common

questions I get is simply "What type
of EPROM do I need?". This is often
followed by "If I send you the money,
can you get it for net".

The capacity and word size decide
how many address lines and data lines
the EPROM has. here are sone examples
to explain:

EllhllPlE BITE

T. Gihbit (65536 .' by 1 EPROH will
have lb address lines (2‘16 = 65536)
and 1 data line for the 1 bit stored
at each address.

EXAIPLE "0
h 64Kbit (65536 bits) by 8 EPROM will
have 13 address lines (2‘13 : 8192)
and 8 data lines for the 8 bits stored
at each address.

That you need for the CPC is an 8, 16,
or ill by 8 EPROH that has an access
tine of 250ns (or faster" Depending
on which of these Billions -,ou have, you
will be able to store 8, 16, or
SZKbytes of data, but the; hill all
have 28 legs and fit in the same size
of socket. Tote that :1 you use a

32hbyte ETROH in an ordinary R0880!

you will still only be able to use
lbfbytes of it ( the top half) because
1 of the address lines (his) held
permanently high.

it MIME It} STEEDED

Unfortunately the markings on an EPTOH

can appear cryptic so the table below
shows how to decode them.

Sonetiles the ETROH will have "12.5V"

or "21V" printed on it. This indicates
the progralming voltage that should be
used when progranliug the EPTOH.

MOI EPIIOIS ARE PROERAIIEIJ

With an EPIIOH prograner of course!
This is a device that is over
conplicated for no reason - Iwill

NH 27 C 128 Q 200

L) Refers to the access tile in us. This is
sometimes separated by a "-", and is often
quoted without the last "0" (which can lead to
confusion!)

—~—> Generally indicates (to the manufacturer?) the
type of programling algorithm to be used.

) The EPROH capacity in Kbits. For the 21 falily
divide by 8 to get the capacity in lbytes.
64 : Bkbytes, 128 : lbxbytes, 256 = 32lbytes.

> C for CHOS. Indicates if the xenon is cm and
uses less power, but can be damaged by static!

) The EPROH fanily "27" is the family with an 8

bit (a byte!) word size.
> The Ianufacturer In.

NH : llational Seliconductor, I = Intel,
ltC : Motorola, SG = 563 Thonpson (and so on..)
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the Sun can‘t erase BPROMs - given
enough time it will!

An EPROM eraser is simply an ultra-
violet light source operated via a
tiner switch. They usually have a tray
which you put BPROMs onto and then
slide under the UV light. Most will
have a micro-switch that de-powers the
UV light when the tray is out.

The UV light enters the EPRDM via
the little glass window on the top.
Covering this, with a label for
example, will prevent the EPROM being
erased (assuming the the label is not
transparent to UV light!)
In a typical EPROM eraser, an EPROM

will be completely erased in about 15

to 20 minutes. However I have found
that most BPROMs are wiped clean in
about 12 minutes. What affects the
time is how close the EPROM is to the
UV light, and bow clean its window is
(beware of the sticky stuff from an
old label!)

IIIIEMFACIMG EPIIOIS TO THE CPC

As can be seen in Figure 2, BPROMs are
"paged" in over the last 16R (address
range 1.0000 to AFFI‘F) of the CPC's
nain memory. The BASIC ROM also sits
here. EPROMs in this region (where the
screen memory usually lives) are
called "UPPER ROMS", as opposed to
"LOWER ROMS" (eg. the FIRMWARE ROM)

which are "paged" in over the first
16R (address range (10000 to tiff!) of
the CPC main memory. when a ROM is
paged in (either upper or lower), all
subsequent memory reads will read the
contents of the ROM, but all memory
writes will still go to the RAM that
is "under" the ROM.

Mote that ROM "bank switching" is
totally separate tron RAM “bank
switching", which, incidentally,
usually occurs in the second 16R

(address range 8.4000 to HTTP) of the
CPC's uain nelory.

ACCESS TIME

The CPC can access up to 252 Expansion
ERROMs, but in practice about 16

(positions 0 to 15) is the limit. This
is because ROM boxes usually only
allow a maximum of B BPROMs, and more
than two boxes places a strain on the
CRC power supply. This 16 maximum is
further restricted to 14, because
BASIC must live in position 0 (so that
the machine will power up into BASIC),
and AMSDOS lives at position 7. Also,

having two ROMs responding to the sale
position number, at the same time,
usually results in a crash!
Accessing expansion EPROMs is not

difficult. The desired ROM position
number is sent to the ROM board on 1/0
address BDFXI (this is any I/O address
in the range MDFOO to BBFFF). Until a
different number is sent, the selected
EPROM will respond to all subsequent
expansion ROM reads. Bhat actually
happens is that the ROM board
"latches" the number written to port
ADFXX, then when the IROMBM signal
from the CPC (the ROM read request
line) goes low, the ROM board will
enable the correct BPROM, which will
output its data to the CPC. At the
sane time the ROM board generates a

ROMDIS signal which goes back to the
CPC to disable the internal (BASIC)
ROM. If ROMBIS is not activated, the
internal (BASIC) ROM will respond to
every expansion ROM read. This would
obviously cause problems (data bus
clashes) if an erternal BRROM were to
be responding also.

ROUND THE CIRCUIT

Figure 3 shows a simple circuit
diagran of a ROM board. Notice that
because of the way that the CPC uses

the I/O space (this is partial address
decoding), it is only necessary to
detect address line A13 going low to
know that the address is ADFOO. This
circuit then uses the (Rom signal
and address line A15 to detect an

upper ROM read, before enabling the
correct BPROM and activating the
ROMDIS signal. The diode in the ROMDIS

signal path is very important as it
allows the ROMDIS line to be
controlled by other devices when the
ROM board is not using it. Also
included in this circuit is an

optional inverter for data linen].
This is how it is possible to make the
ROM box configurable between ROM

positions 0 - 7 and B - 15.

AMD FINALLY... MAYBE...
One last thing. The 1/0 address range,
where aurrx lives, is separate from
the main memory address range -
essentially it gives the 200 processor
access to another 64R addresses,
allowing for interfacing to
peripherals and a full 64R of RAM too!

THE END 13 NEAR

Mow for the bit I "cut Apasted" from
last issue and you can find it over
the page...

ROMDIS
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Figure 3 : ROM Board Circuit.
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If you want to contact no .....
11y address is: Ian lleill

11 Millwap Drive
Bishops Tachbrook
Leanington Spa
llarwiclishire
CV33 95E

lip telephone 110 is: (01926) 3377118

llllhT'S llllX'l'

llext issue I will discuss the software
aspects of EPIOlls. I will talk about,
and have examples of, the software
needed to access them. I will also
talk about the software that
actually goes in an arrow.

An example program, with full
listings, that can copy 111111011 images
onto disc, will be discussed, andI
will explain how I put the DOSCOP‘I

program onto BPIOll.

1311

THE DIRECTORY
Sentinel Software

41 Enniore Gardens, East Sheen,
London SW14 BRF

Telephone 01 81 2877330
10% off all software.

phone for note-date lists.

H.E.C. (AmstradRepairs)
47—49Railway Road, Leigh.

Lancashire WN7 4AA
Telephane 01942 2618661672424

Quality repairs with most at
standard charges

Free technical support, advice and
informationon all repairs carried out
A 10% discounts available m WACCI.

CrystalX Software
11 Vicarage View, Redditch,

Worcs 1397RF
Stellar Outpost, excellent strategy
gameTape£2.50 DISC£3 99

(Cheques payable to A Swmboume)

Merline-Serve
Medina—ServelKAD

Brympliun Cottage, Brunswick Road
Worthing, Sussex BN11 3N0

Tel/Fax 01903 206739
If you can't get hold of a CFC

item, then try us, because we have
probably got what you want

A5 SSAE for the latestCatoloque.
Also KAD. a disc based PD library

containing over 200 discs.
For a catalogue send a disc
(3" or 3.5") and a SSAE.

Three lnch Drive Belts
AJ Howard, 65AltyreWay,
Bockcnham, Kent BR3 3E0
For the CPC and PCW

Flat filling with Instructions

AMSTRAD 464/6128

Amstrzid GTGS (lrccn Scrccn Monitors. . £35.00
Amslrad464 Tape chid Alignment Kits. . £9.99
Amstrzid Tape Head Dcmagnctivcr £9.99
Arnstrad 464/6128 Joystick 1Y2... £9.99
Amstrad464 New Circuit Boards Complete, Pan No.Z.70375. . £14.99
Amslrad464 Phamr Gun With 5 Gameson Cassette. £9.99
Amstrad 6128 PhazcrGun with 5 Games on 3" Disk, £9.99
Action Cheat Mode Book (Cover Issues 17—50)............................... £4.99
Amstrad PrintcrLoads 464/6128 (34 way edge connector to
ccntronicsplug)...,.........................'..................................... .. £9.99
Amstrad LPI Light Pen for the 464 and Cassette Software . £14.99
464 Cassette Mechanismswith Tapc Head and Motor....... . £9.99
Amstrad 464 "Teach Yourscll'Basrc" Tutorial Guidewith 2 Cassettes
Part l. .............................................................................................. £9.99
Part2....................................... .. £9.99
Amstrad 464 Dust Cover-Mono £6.99
Amstrad 464 Dust Cover-Colour. £6.99
Amstrad 6128 Dusi Covur- Colour £6.99
Amstrad 6128 Dust Covcr»Mono . £6.99
Amsti'zid Action Magazine Binders (Holds 12 copics A.A. £4.99
Amstrad-ThcAdvancedOCP Art Studio-6128 . £12.99
Amstrad 3" Ex. SollwarcDisks -Packof 10 .. £15.00
Three inch Head Cleaningkits .................. £4.99
Thrcc inch reconditioneddisc drives (30 days warranty) ., £32.50

AMSTRAD 464+/6128+/GX4000

Amstrad464+/6128+ manual...................
Amstrad 6128+l464+ Kcyboard Mcmbranc
Amstrzid Paddle Controllers (Fits all 8 Bit Computersexcluding
Spoctrums) .................................................................... ,, £5.00
Amslrad MMlZ SlcrcoMono Monitors (464+/6128+).. £30.00
Amstrad464+ Computerwith StcrcoMono Monitor. £65.99
Amslrad 464+/6228+ Printer lcads .................. £9.99
Amstrad 3" Ex. SoftwareDisks....(Paokof 10 £10.00
Amstrad LocoBasio/Burnin'RubbcrCartridge. £15.00

.. £14.99
£12.99

AMSTRAD GAMES CARTS
FORTHE 6]28+/464+/GX4000

No llxil £7.99
Operation 'l‘hundcrlmll £7.99
SwitchBlade. .. . £7.99
Batman The Mow £7.99
Pro Tennis Tour. £7 99
Navy 5 , . £7.99
Barbarian Il . £7.99
Robocop II... . £7.99
Klax £7 99
Pang” . L7.99

14b0ve ( artridges are unlmxedwithout Instructions

ACCCSS

Only E2 25 including P&P.

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE, PACKINGETC.
ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN: CHEQUES/VISA/ACCESS/PO’S

TRADING POST
VICTORIA ROAD, SHIFNAL, SHROPSHIRETF1] SAP

TEL/FAX (01952) 462135
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QTREET
WARRIORQ

Yas Street Warriors written in the light of [IS Gold no longer releasing a CFC
version of Street Fignter [1, Lethal doves being dropped by Radical Software or
because the progranner had finished his 5000 piece Baked dean jigsaw? Jibatewer
the reason, it '5 here now, and the general consensus is that it’s not bad. I
donned by nun chucks and regulation baseball cap to find out.

INTRO

Street Warriors is a PD release, which
means it should be in any decent Pl]

library. It is a fighting game, as the
name suggests, takes up both sides of
a disc and is written by a bloke
called Marcus Kasumba.

GRAPHICS

The graphics are very good, there is
no denying that the pictures and
backgrounds are of a superb quality.
The in-game graphics are not all that
bad, flame throwing, green spiny
things on feet and such are well
drawn.

DO THE IALK OF LIFE
The characters seem to walk funny, and
they don't turn around. In saying that
though, if you cross over, the game
will aut0latically put you facing each
other again, a nice touch.
There is no time limit, which is a

good thing, especially when you are
new to the characters and trying to
find out their moves. Each character
has his or her moves assigned to then
(yes, there are two females in the
gale; whether that's for felale
equality or male ogleity is another
matter).

SLOI, SLOI, QUICK. QUICK, JEHK

The animation of the characters and
their "special moves" is a little
jerky, and the game is a bit on the
slow side, well, a lot on the slow
side. If you can compile a progral,
then compile this and it runs luch
faster. Comparing this to other
fighting games such as Darklan,
Hrestlelania, Sai Calbat and all the

other mutations of Kung Fu fighting,
it comes up tops.

My brother (a HegaDrive and Snes
owner) and I were playing Street
Warriors, with him thrashing me as
usual. His friend walked in and said
"Is it like Street Fighter II but
crapper?" To which my brother replied,
"Hell, it's Street Fighter II, but on
the CPC." I still don't know whether
that was a compliment or not.

0”

FLIPPIHG DISCS

There is a lot of disc flipping, which
is a little annoying, but that is due

.to the size and detail of the gale. At
the introduction there is digitized
music, there are backgrounds to each
of the seven characters, a mapamd
area to choose your players, various
options of playing. Once in the gale,
not only are there well drawn
backgrounds, but also a lot of moves
that the characters can do, energy
bars, and at the end of each match,

Reviewed
be

Angela
Cook

pictures of the winner and loser,
witha tip or note and some more
music. Yes, there is a lot to this
game.

THE CHAR CHM]

There are various nodes to play in,
arcade or practice mode, which speak
for thelselves, and reality or "char
vs char" mode. Reality is where two

players cannot be the some character,
the other node allowing two people to
be the sane person, have the sane
loves and really see who is best (my

brother won, incidentally).

CRUIT IHEI FLASH

You can either play against the
computer or an intelligent opponent
(my brother stood in when an
intelligent opponent could not be
found). You can also turn off the
I'IJigi fx", a series of grunts and
sounds supposedly caning fml the
players. It's quite funny actually
watching and listening to them do

this; the Swedish player (Flash) stops
and crowd pleases every now and again,
just as do the Gladiators, whilst you
sneak up and thrash the hell out of
him. I like this gale.

CONCLUSION...
all said and done, there is an awful
lot to this gale. a lot of tile and
thought has been put into it, and as
far as I can see, it has been well
programled (although not compiled,
which lakes it slower). I like the
game, my brother and I had quite a
good few hours playing on it. It is a

little slow, and snletines a little
awkward, but if you're not addicted to
16 bit consoles (as my brother is), it
will be wonderful. oh yeah, watch out
for head-butting the side of the
screen, that's funny.

Angela foot.
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lllll SOFTWARE - HARDWARE- DESIGN
.

Telephone/Fax: 0141 554 4735

'
31311150". Email: cam1@cix.compulink.co.uk

”II" 10McIntoshCrt.,Wellpork, Glasgow, G312HW. Scotland. U.l(.

NIRVANA - ROM based file and disc management suite. Features include: Disc copy, disc fonnat, file copy. unerase, change file
attributes, automatic catalogue ofdrive A and easy to use menu system. Suitable for two drive machines. Please note that Nirvana will
only recognisedata and system format discs in drive 13. £15.00

MicmDesign Plus - Menu drivenDTP page processingpackage. Two discs and two manuals.High qualityprint output.For all Amstrad
CPC disc machines with 128k. £29.99

MicroDeIIgn Extra - Disc of clip—art for use with MicroDesign Plus. Consists of large headline fonts, musical notation symbols,
flowchart symbolsetc. ROMDOSD20 format £13.99or 3" disc £14.99

712 MapsLibraries ForMicroDesign Plus:
a) Maps OfThe British Isles - Sixteen Hi—Res (256k strip format) maps of the coastline, motorways, counties and towns of the UK.
ROMDOSD20 format - £12.99 or 3" format ( 2 discs ) — £14.99
b) World Maps - Fifieen Hikes maps ofAmerica, Europe. Asia etc.ROWOS D20 format - £12.99or 3" format - £13.99

Page PrInter - 24 pin and inkjetprinter driver forMicroDesign Plus. Easy to use - good quality print outs. £9.99

DES - The Desktop Environment System - Sophisticated CPC graphical user interface, based on an Apple Msclntosh style WIMP
environment.For all CPC disc machines.Disc - £14.99ROMS (2) - £24.99

Zinl - PC to CPC transfer program, runs under CPM. Allows the user to swap between a PC and the CPC using an interchangeable
disc format. For all Amstrad CPC disc machineswith 128k running under CPMB. £19.99

Per-Dos- SuperbDisc Operating Systemfor usewith large format 3.5" B drives. Compatiblewith and superior to ROMDOS. This is
the onlyDOS ROMwhich should be inserted in ROM slot seven thereby freeing an extra slot for more soflware. £14.99

The Basic Idea -Quality Basic tutorial aimed at the competentBasic programmer.Consistsof a 42 page manual and disc of example
programs.£14.99

Xexor - Sophisticateddisc backuputility. capable ofbacking up almost all protected CPC discs.£14.99

Sofl‘lnrlt V2.3 - Comprehensive tape to disc utility, designed to transfer speedlockprotected games to disc. £14.99

ComSaft Rnrrrhox — Cased 8 socketRomboxexpandible to 16 sockets, ideal for DES, ParaDos, Protext etc. £35 + £2 postage.

THE PROTEXTSUITE The most sophisticated wordprocessing systemever developedfor the AmstradCPC computer range. Rivals
[6 bit wordprocessors in ease ofuse and range offeatures.

PROTEX'I‘ — Tire munber one word processor for Amstrad CPC computers. Features include: Fast text editing, insert/overwrite
modes, full text formating,block functions,on screen help and printer control menu. DISC - £15.99 ROM - £22.00

PROSPELL - Advanced spell checker for PROTEXT. Features include: Massive 32,000word dictionary, can check up to 2000
words per nrinute, build/edit/list dictionary,unlimiteddictionary size and word search/anagram feature.Will also check files from
other word processors. DISC - £14.99 ROM - £21.00

PROMERGE PLUS - The complete mail merge and utility program for PROTEXT. Features include:Comprehensivemail merge
function, auto reformatingoftext & selective printing. ROMversion also allows for two file editing& backgroundprinting as well as
columnwork. DISC - £14.99 ROM - £21.00

PROPRINT - PRUI'EXT print enhancementprogram.Features include: Multiple fonts within one document, importof fonts from
other CPC programs,9 and 24D pin printer drivers and an integral font designer for creation of new fonts/editingof imported fonts.
DISC - £14.99 ROM - £21.00

DESI'EXT - PowerfulDES utility enablingowners ofDES and PROTEXT on ROM to use the DES gaphical interface within
Protext. Features include:UniqueWYSIWYGscreen printing onion, screen saver 19. multiple text options.DISC - £9.99

PLEASE ADD£1.00 TO ALL DISC AND ROM ORDERS FOR lST CLASS POSTAGE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
AIR MAIL FOR INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS - ADD£2.00 PER ORDER.

CUSTOMERS WISHING TO ORDER BY CREDIT CARD PLEASE CALL 0141 554 4735 (24HRANSAPIIONE)


